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1 Introduction

Canonical models in asset pricing often implicitly assume that markets are integrated, such

that there is no arbitrage across them. For instance, the Merton (1974) model posits that

the firm value process is divided between debt and equity investors exposed to the same

source of risk. Accordingly, debt and equity are contingent claims priced cross-sectionally

using the same stochastic discount factor (SDF), irrespective of the firm-level characteristics

driving their returns. In reality, however, several financial frictions prevent markets from

being fully integrated, including financial constraints, transaction costs, or short-selling

restrictions, potentially leading to limits to arbitrage. In this paper, I develop a novel

model-free approach to assess the extent to which corporate bond and stock markets are

integrated, while accounting for different frictions and various firm characteristics.

Examining the degree of market integration is crucial for our understanding of the pricing

of different asset classes, a topic of pressing relevance as multiple assets written on common

underlying are increasingly traded in multiple markets. Market integration has important

implications for investors (in terms of trading activity, diversification, efficient allocation

of resources, or risk sharing), for firm managers (as it influences financing activities), as

well as for regulators (since policies will jointly affect the prices of these assets), while it

can speak to different phenomena, including style investing and the role of institutional

investors and the constraints they face. In addition, the empirical success of asset pricing

models essentially rests on how tightly integrated markets are in practice, since perfect

integration implies that assets with similar risk should entail similar expected returns.

However, despite its importance, the study of market integration is hindered by the lack

of a well-accepted measure,1 given its multifaceted nature. I tackle this challenge by

exploiting the intuition that two markets cannot be perfectly integrated if the no-arbitrage

condition is violated across them. Hence, I propose to measure market integration by the

relative extent of pricing consistency between markets, after incorporating financial frictions.

By construction, my measure is one whenever two markets are perfectly integrated, such

that there are no cross-market pricing discrepancies, and zero when they are perfectly

1I discuss the relevant related literature in Section 1.1, including extant measures of integration.
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segmented (or when the maximum pricing discrepancies are as large as the financial friction

considered). Put differently, financial frictions bound the pricing errors across markets and

they are necessary to prevent investors from taking advantage of pricing discrepancies. This

observation naturally yields a measure of relative integration that is decreasing as those

frictions become more severe.

Using the universe of U.S. firms as a laboratory for corporate bond and stock markets, I

study the extent of integration within an optimal portfolio problem incorporating frictions

in the form of trading costs, such as transaction costs and short-selling constraints.

Short-selling of stocks and especially corporate bonds is expensive, often unfeasible (e.g.,

for mutual and pension funds), and occasionally constrained (e.g., as during the 2008

financial crisis). Since my approach is model-free, it avoids parametric assumptions,

thus circumventing the joint hypothesis test of correct model specification and market

integration. Specifically, the maximum Sharpe ratio portfolio problem I consider is

equivalent to pinning down a common pricing rule for these markets, or the existence of at

least one common SDF, a necessary condition for no-arbitrage and market integration. The

intuition follows from the fact that whenever markets are integrated, investors are able to

trade freely in different markets, and in equilibrium, no arbitrage should exist. Constructing

optimal Sharpe ratio portfolios is a performance measure widely used in practice, as well as

theoretically equivalent to minimizing the variance of the SDF (Hansen and Jagannathan

(1991)).2

My contribution is twofold and can be summarized along two fundamental dimensions

of market integration, pricing and portfolio implications: I first show that one can identify a

common SDF for corporate bonds and stocks, and then document the ability of an investor

to trade the optimal portfolio endogenous to that SDF. Assuming Sharpe ratio maximizing

investors, I quantify the degree of integration using the cross-market pricing implications

of their optimal portfolios. Intuitively, whenever investors have access to both bonds and

2This method has several appealing properties. First, the minimum variance SDF bounds the maximal
attainable Sharpe ratio in the economy. Second, it is a function of the traded returns available to investors,
such that the SDF can be itself traded. Finally, this SDF and its associated optimal portfolio are the
relevant objects of study to measure cross-market pricing relations and thus quantify the underlying degree
of integration, especially in presence of frictions.
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stocks and can freely form portfolios, the corresponding markets are going to be perfectly

integrated, such that there should be no cross-market pricing discrepancies, if markets are

arbitrage-free. On the other hand, differences in cross-market pricing, or pricing errors,

capture departures from perfect market integration. These pricing discrepancies however

can lead to actual arbitrage opportunities only if they exceed the cost of trading.

Next, I form corporate bond and stock portfolios based on various firm or asset-level

characteristics, related to size, liquidity, and default risk, among others. Portfolios reduce

idiosyncratic volatility and the dimensionality. In addition, those characteristics may be

related to investors’ trading motives. My baseline analysis builds upon the assumption

of frictionless markets. I show that it is always possible to construct empirically a

common minimum variance SDF that prices jointly portfolios of corporate bonds and of

stocks. However, the ensuing optimal Sharpe ratio portfolio entails large and often negative

positions, suggesting that it might be difficult to implement in practice, if investors face

leverage or short-selling constraints. In the real world, markets are not frictionless and an

agent’s choice set includes only a subset of ”investable” assets. Constraints in the choice set

may arise due to investment mandates, benchmarking, or information frictions that restrain

an investor’s ability to consider a larger universe of assets (Merton (1987)).

Accordingly, I investigate what are the optimal portfolio implications and cross-

market pricing relations when imposing proportional transaction costs. Technically, this

is equivalent to imposing the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO)

constraint on the weights of the optimal Sharpe ratio portfolio. Economically, they can be

measured using quoted bid-ask spreads. This methodology is general and can accommodate

different financial frictions, including trading costs, leverage constraints, and short-selling

constraints. Intuitively, all of these frictions have the same effect, of restricting investors’

positions in a given asset. I show that as transaction costs increase, the optimal weights

shrink, whereas for arbitrarily large transaction costs, the optimal portfolios entail only

long positions, consistent with nonparticipation among some investors in some markets

(e.g. due to style investing, benchmarking, costly information revealing, or short-selling

constraints; Gârleanu, Panageas, and Yu (2020) and Edmans, Goldstein, and Jiang (2015),
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among others). I find that a common SDF pricing both corporate bonds and stocks exists in

presence of frictions. Consequently, the associated optimal Sharpe ratio portfolio consists of

both stocks and corporate bonds. For instance, my analysis implies in correspondence with

sizable transaction costs of 20 (45) bps for stocks (bonds) a degree of integration varying

between 44% and 58%. To put these numbers into perspective, consider my measure’s

two polar cases: (i) under perfect segmentation, integration is exactly zero, and (ii) under

perfect integration (or frictionless markets), the level is equal to 100%. Hence, my estimates

imply that U.S. stock and corporate bond markets are both non-trivially integrated, as well

as far from perfectly so. This suggests that their current degree of integration could still

be enhanced, e.g., by implementing market reforms that facilitate trading across stocks and

bonds, making use of technological improvements, or lowering transaction costs in financial

markets. In fact, halving the transaction costs considered leads to a 40% improvement in

the level of observed integration (from 51% to 71% on average).

My empirical evidence further suggests that bonds issued by smaller firms, highly

leveraged, with lower asset growth, profitability and liquidity, as well as displaying higher

short interest and high-yields feature a higher degree of integration with stocks. Intuitively,

investors may be indifferent between trading stocks or bonds issued by riskier, more opaque

firms (e.g. smaller, less liquid), yielding greater integration, or pricing consistency, among

these markets. I also find instances when stock-bond market integration is high even when

the correlation between stock and bond returns is relatively low in the data, consistent with

the notion that cross-market pricing is not subsumed by simple co-movement when studying

integration.

In line with these results, a natural question arising is how the portfolio-constrained

model-free extracted SDFs perform when compared with existing factor models for bonds

and stocks. By construction, under the assumption of frictionless markets, the unconstrained

SDFs will yield exact pricing for the assets considered. However, portfolio restrictions

introduce pricing errors, bounded in this case by the corresponding transaction costs. I

consider thus an average transaction cost parameter of 20 (9) bps for portfolios of bonds
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(stocks).3 As alternative pricing benchmarks, I explore the Fama and French (1993) 3

Factor Model (proxying for market, size and value) and the bond factor model of Bai, Bali,

and Wen (2019) (capturing exposure to the market, downside risk, credit and liquidity

factors), as well as a combination of both. I provide a comparison between factor models

and SDFs incorporating transaction costs by using the R-Squared of a generalized least

squared (GLS) regression of returns on the proposed factors.4 I show that the SDFs yield

on average a higher Adjusted GLS R-Squared, implying that they explain the risk-return

opportunities available in the market. Overall, the evidence suggests that the constrained

SDFs improve pricing performance, while admitting an economic interpretation in terms of

optimal portfolios of traded assets, straightforwardly to implement in practice by investors.

Finally, to rationalize the risk factors embedded in model-free SDFs, I investigate

potential determinants of stock-bond integration. In particular, I show that as the trading

constraints become more binding, the stock SDFs yield larger co-movement with the

intermediary capital risk factor of He, Kelly, and Manela (2017) (the correlation increases

from 5% to 74% when varying the trading costs from one bps to 40 bps). I document

thus a shift from corporate bond to stock markets as trading costs increase, consistent with

the impaired risk-bearing capacity of intermediaries. This shift might be rationalized with

the evidence in Goldstein, Jiang, and Ng (2017), documenting that corporate bond fund

flows display a greater sensitivity to poor performance during periods of higher aggregate

illiquidity, than stock fund flows. Moreover, if intermediaries are constrained in their

liquidity provision, they may choose to supply funding liquidity where market liquidity is

greater, i.e. in stocks, rather than corporate bonds. Similarly, the SDFs incorporating short-

selling constraints appear to be closely linked to the market factor, while the constrained

bond SDFs feature a large negative co-movement with the liquidity supply shock of Goldberg

and Nozawa (2020), suggesting that bond SDFs increase during periods of low liquidity

provision in the bond market. Overall, my analysis indicates that the inclusion of financial

3These trading costs are consistent with the real-world transaction costs and price impact estimates
of Frazzini, Israel, and Moskowitz (2012) and Anand, Irvine, Puckett, and Venkataraman (2013). Since
corporate bonds are more expensive to trade than stocks, their transaction costs are naturally larger.

4This choice is motivated by the critique of Lewellen, Nagel, and Shanken (2010), that seemingly OLS
strong explanatory power in fact provides rather weak support for a model, especially if the test assets are
the ones formed on size and book-to-market portfolios.
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frictions within the no-arbitrage, model-free SDF approach, allows for a plausible assessment

of non-trivial, yet not perfect integration, of U.S. stock and corporate bond markets.

My findings have several practical and theoretical implications. First, the link between

equity and debt markets is tighter than previously thought, and any reform or conditions

affecting one is likely to reverberate onto the other because of their non-trivial integration.

Second, they provide empirical support for canonical asset pricing models assuming

integration across markets and jointly pricing different asset classes, in particular those

written on a common underlying. More importantly, I provide no-arbitrage bounds that

have to be satisfied by structural models incorporating frictions. Third, my evidence has

implications for delegated asset management, as accounting for frictions can explain style

investing, benchmarking, or non-participation in some markets by institutional investors.

Lastly, studying the degree of integration while accounting for frictions should become

increasingly more important in large cross-sections.

1.1 Related Literature

This paper contributes to two strands of literature and fills the gap between market

integration and financial frictions. Extant literature has focused on two approaches when

studying market integration.5 The first relies on a parametric specification for asset pricing

models, generally expressed in terms of factor models. In this framework, only a small

number of priced factors drives the risk premia behavior, and market integration implies

the same prices of risk across markets. However, existing factor models explaining stock

returns do not perform well in fitting the cross-section of corporate bond returns. Possible

explanations for these discrepancies seem to suggest different risk factors for the two

asset classes (Fama and French (1993), Chordia, Goyal, Nozawa, Subrahmanyam, and

Tong (2017)); the presence of heterogeneous investors (Dumas (1989), Chien, Cole, and

5Market integration has been initially studied in an international framework, by testing whether the
prices of global risk are identical across countries (see, e.g., Stehle (1977), Errunza and Losq (1985), Jorion
and Schwartz (1986), Dumas and Solnik (1995)). De Roon, Nijman, and Werker (2001) provide evidence
that incorporating short-sale constraints and/or transaction costs leads to vanishing diversification benefits
of U.S. investors from emerging markets, highlighting the importance of accounting for trading costs when
computing the risk premia.
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Lustig (2011))6; potential market frictions leading to differences in prices, such as financial

constraints and limits to arbitrage (Shleifer and Vishny (1997), Duarte, Longstaff, and Yu

(2006), He and Krishnamurthy (2013), Chen, Chen, and Li (2021)), or slow moving capital

(Duffie (2010), Greenwood, Hanson, and Liao (2018)). Notwithstanding, if there exists an

agent trading in the two markets, it suffices to render the stock and bond markets integrated,

or at least not perfectly segmented. In fact, Ma (2019) documents that non-financial firms

act as cross-market arbitrageurs in their debt and equity securities.

The main limitation when using parametric tests lies in specifying the correct asset

pricing model, as a rejection of market integration can simply occur from potential

misspecifications.7 The second approach is nonparametric, pioneered by Chen and Knez

(1995), and tests the degree of integration by minimizing a distance between the SDFs of

the two markets under scrutiny. Whenever this distance is zero, the two SDFs coincide

and thus markets are integrated. Departures from zero reflect deviations from perfect

integration and quantify the associated mispricing. This methodology is better suited for

testing the law of one price across markets, rather than absence of arbitrage opportunities.

In this paper, I adopt a nonparametric approach to study the degree of market integration

between corporate bonds and stocks, by examining the optimal portfolio implications

and cross-market pricing relations of Sharpe ratio maximizing investors. I contribute to

this literature by studying the degree of market integration in an extended framework,

that incorporates trading frictions incurred by investors, including transaction costs and

short-selling constraints. Furthermore, the methodology employed is general and can

accommodate conditioning information in order to allow for the degree of market integration

to change through time. In this context, understanding what type of firm features leads to

more integrated markets is key, as it may explain investors’ incentives to trade certain classes

6In particular, different classes of investors hold these two assets: stocks are readily available and mainly
held by households, whereas institutional investors, such as insurance companies, pension funds or mutual
funds dominate the corporate bond market.

7Gagliardini, Ossola, and Scaillet (2019) propose a diagnostic criterion for approximate factor structure
in large cross-sectional equity datasets. An asset pricing factor model is correctly specified for a set of
returns whenever the associated error terms are only weakly cross-sectionally correlated. Otherwise, the
criterion indicates the number of potential omitted factors. This methodology is constructed for individual
equities, i.e. for a large number of test assets, and it may yield imprecise results when using portfolios.
Moreover, even if the model is correctly specified from a statistical point of view, mispricing might not be
entirely ruled out.
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of assets. For example, Koijen, Richmond, and Yogo (2019) document that a small set of

six firm characteristics related to risk, productivity, and profitability determines investors’

demand functions.

In related work, Choi and Kim (2018) employ a parametric approach to fit various factor

models to both corporate bond and stock returns, and find different prices of risk across the

two markets, suggesting a limited degree of market integration. Distinct from this study, I

use a model-independent approach and I examine portfolios of corporate bonds and stocks

formed on a larger set of anomaly variables, including bond-specific characteristics. To have

a higher cross-sectional dispersion, I consider additionally double-sorted portfolios. The

empirical findings suggest that corporate bonds and stock markets exhibit a high degree of

integration within and across characteristic sorts, even after incorporating financial frictions.

Moreover, my approach circumvents the issue of possible misspecification, while the derived

SDFs admit an economic interpretation in terms of optimal Sharpe ratio portfolios.

Finally, Kapadia and Pu (2012) jointly analyze credit default swap (CDS)-equity markets

and document short-horizon pricing discrepancies, stemming from limits to arbitrage. The

authors propose a statistical measure of market integration, based on the frequency of

instances when price discrepancies, i.e. arbitrage opportunities, arise for a pair of stock

prices and CDS spreads. My approach differs from theirs along two dimensions. First, I

focus on returns for corporate bonds, which cover a larger part of the universe of U.S. firms,

since CDS do not span all corporate bonds. Second, I quantify the level of market integration

while accounting for transaction costs. Accordingly, I find no evidence of profitable trading

opportunities once costs are incorporated, as the cross-market pricing discrepancies are

smaller than the quoted bid-ask spreads.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the theoretical framework

for studying market integration and model-free SDFs. Section 3 presents the data and the

main empirical findings. Section 4 contains robustness checks. Section 5 concludes the

paper. I report proofs and derivations, descriptions of portfolio sorts, and additional figures

and tables in the Appendix.
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2 Market Integration and Stochastic Discount Factors

Using a model-free approach, this paper studies the degree of market integration across and

within different asset classes, with an emphasis on corporate bonds and stocks of the same

firm. Additionally, an analysis of the properties of minimum variance stochastic discount

factors (SDFs) existing in these markets is provided. The goal is to document the extent

of market integration, the pricing performance implied by different SDFs, and the portfolio

implications obtained in presence of market frictions, such as transaction costs and short-

selling constraints. The no-arbitrage (nonparametric) framework developed in this paper

is general and can accommodate different financial frictions, including leverage constraints.

In particular, it can serve as a benchmark for testing asset pricing models, especially in

presence of frictions, as any admissible model will have to satisfy the no-arbitrage bounds

derived.

Consider an economy where investors can trade in a set of N assets, consisting of

corporate bonds and stocks of the issuing firms.8 The corresponding gross returns are

gathered in a vector R of length N . Assuming that financial markets are incomplete, let

M denote a generic SDF pricing return vector R. Investors can construct portfolios of the

form:

P = {Rp : Rp = ω′R, ω ∈ C ⊆ RN}, (1)

with ω being the vector of portfolio weights.

2.1 The Case of Frictionless Markets Assumption

Under the assumption of frictionless markets, the no-arbitrage condition implies the

following Euler equation:

E[MR] = 1, (2)

with 1 denoting the vector of ones of appropriate size.

The set of admissible SDFs is defined as:

M = {E[M2] < ∞ : M ≥ 0, E[MR] = 1}. (3)

8I assume that returns possess a second moment.
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Accordingly, an admissible SDF is a random variable with finite second moment, that is

nonnegative and prices correctly the set of available returns. Moreover, investors can form

portfolios freely, i.e. C = RN .

To define a market integration measure in terms of cross-pricing, assume there are two

markets, denoted by B and S, with corresponding SDFs MB and MS. This assumption

does not require pricing consistency across the two markets, but whenever two markets are

perfectly integrated, they will assign identical prices to identical returns. Different asset

classes, or assets belonging to the same class but divided into different characteristics can

form the two markets. For the purpose of this paper, the two markets considered are the

one pertaining to the corporate bonds and the one belonging to the stocks of their issuers.

Let MB and MS be the sets of admissible SDFs for markets B and S, pricing returns

RB and RS, respectively. Since integration implies that pricing across markets should be as

close as possible, a natural way to define a measure of integration is to quantify the relative

cross-market pricing performance. To this end, I compute the following pricing error:

PEj = E[MiRj]− 1, (4)

with PEj denoting the pricing error for returns in market j = B, S implied by the SDF

in market i = B, S and i ̸= j.9 Whenever the implied pricing errors are zero, it follows

that the SDF from one market can be used to price both sets of returns, consistent with

absence of arbitrage opportunities across markets. The greater the cross-market pricing

differences, the stronger the departure from perfect integration. Importantly, the measure

in (4) satisfies the criteria of an admissible performance measure defined in Chen and Knez

(1996). In the data, integration between two markets can be tested by estimating this

measure directly, using a given benchmark SDF. Importantly, this test is independent of

any parametric specifications for the underlying asset pricing models. Notice however that

in practice, differences in cross-market pricing, or pricing errors, need to be compared with

trading costs in order to assess whether they lead to profitable arbitrage opportunities.

9Since markets are incomplete, there are several candidate SDFs in the sets MB and MS , yielding
different cross-market pricing implications.
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Finally, since the SDF is not directly observable and since the objective is not to rely on

any preference structures or particular parametric specifications, I derive a well-established

benchmark SDF in the literature, namely the minimum variance SDF of Hansen and

Jagannathan (1991), which bounds the maximal attainable Sharpe ratio in the economy. It

follows that due to the equivalent representation of minimum variance SDFs in the return

space, in terms of optimal portfolios, one can derive the SDFs directly from observable

prices. In other words, the minimum variance SDF problem can be recast equivalently

through:

M∗ = argmin
M∈M

1

2
E[M2] (5)

R∗
p = argmax

ω∈RN

−1

2
E[(ω′R)+2] + ω′1, (6)

with z+ = max(0, z) denoting the positive part of z. Solving the optimization problem

expressed in terms of returns and portfolio weights yields closed-form solutions for model-

free SDFs that can be estimated directly from the data. This powerful insight will set the

ground for the empirical analysis section of this study.

Specifically, the minimum variance SDF reads:

M∗ = (ω∗′R)+ = R∗
p, (7)

with ω∗ ∈ RN being the vector of optimal portfolio weights that delivers the maximal

attainable Sharpe ratio in the economy. This is the classical solution of Hansen and

Jagannathan (1991), yielding the random variable with the minimal variance that satisfies

the non-negative constraint. Since M∗ is a linear combination of the returns R available to

investors, truncated at zero, it can be interpreted as an option payoff. A necessary condition

for the markets to be integrated is that a joint SDF pricing both corporate bonds and stocks

exists, whereas a sufficient condition implies that the optimal Sharpe ratio portfolio of the

marginal investor consists of both stocks and bonds positions. Intuitively, the existence
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of a common SDF ensures consistent pricing across stock and bond markets, whereas

whenever the marginal investor simultaneously trades stocks and bonds, these markets

are by construction not perfectly segmented. Therefore, it is paramount to examine the

portfolio implications of the endogenously derived optimal Sharpe ratio portfolio, and in

particular the ability of an investor to implement it in practice.

2.2 The Case of Markets with Frictions Assumption

In presence of market frictions, the constrained SDF, denoted by
∼
M , will yield an error

when pricing gross returns R. Market frictions, such as short-selling constraints, that might

be enforced by some regulatory institutions, or transaction costs, can be incorporated by

adjusting either the set of possible weights, or the returns. In particular, in presence of

short-selling constraints, ω ∈ C = RN
+ , the nonnegative part of RN . With transaction costs

in the form of bid-ask spreads, the set of returns will be augmented to reflect the long

and short positions at the corresponding bid and ask prices, such that the dimension of

the return vector becomes 2N . In these cases, the pricing relation is not linear in general,

such that the Euler equation pricing restrictions hold with inequality (see, e.g., Luttmer

(1996)). Korsaye, Quaini, and Trojani (2018) generalize the approach to accommodate

a large family of dispersion measures and different types of financial constraints. In the

following, I consider proportional (common) transaction costs in the spirit of DeMiguel,

Martin-Utrera, Nogales, and Uppal (2020).10

The set of admissible SDFs in presence of market frictions is given by:

∼
M = {E[M̃2] < ∞ :

∼
M ≥ 0, E[

∼
MR] ≤ 1(1 + ε), E[

∼
MR] ≥ 1(1− ε)}, (8)

for nonnegative constant ε > 0. In presence of proportional transaction costs, the

optimization problem reads
∼
M

∗
= argmin

∼
M∈

∼
M

1

2
E
[
M̃2

]
(9)

R∗
p = argmax

ω∈RN

−1

2
E[(ω′R)+2] + ω′1− ε||ω||1 (10)

10This case can be nested into the framework of Korsaye et al. (2018).
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with || · ||1 the L1 norm. These trading frictions are consistent with a notion of no-arbitrage

with transaction costs. Specifically, the pricing errors are bounded by the level of transaction

costs considered. Hence, the departure from perfect integration is endogenous and directly

linked to the penalty level ε (the proportional transaction cost) in markets with frictions.

Equation (10) is equivalent to imposing the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator

(LASSO) constraint on the weights of the optimal Sharpe ratio portfolio. In applications

with a large cross-section, this constraint prevents overfitting in-sample and improves out-

of-sample performance, by attenuating the impact of estimation error. Intuitively, whenever

ε = 0, the problem is equivalent to the unconstrained one obtained under the assumption

of frictionless markets, whereas if ε ̸= 0, the constrained solution penalizes the weights such

that the pricing errors are within the transaction costs. This regularization, while similar

in nature with Kozak, Nagel, and Santosh (2020) and Bryzgalova, Pelger, and Zhu (2020),

features an economic interpretation in terms of transaction costs. Specifically, the penalty

parameter ε can be chosen to reflect the level of the observed bid-ask spreads in financial

markets, rather than it being a purely statistical, data driven, object.

Proposition 1. Let
∼
M

∗
∈

∼
M denote the optimal minimum variance SDF. Then,

∼
M

∗
= R∗

p,

where R∗
p = ((ω− − ω+)′R)+ is the optimal gross portfolio return in (10), with ω− (ω+)

denoting the short (long) positions.

The duality relation between optimal portfolio of returns and minimum variance SDFs

holds also in presence of market frictions, since the additional penalty term is convex.

Specifically, the minimum variance SDF is still a linear combination of the returns, truncated

at zero, for which the proportional transaction cost constraints are not binding. Moreover,

to rule out arbitrage opportunities, the price of returns on long (short) positions will have

an upper (lower) bound, to reflect buying (selling) at the ask (bid) price, consistent with

the conditions in (8). Since the pricing restrictions are less binding than when assuming

frictionless markets, an optimal SDF satisfying the constraints in (8) is more likely to exist,

such that markets are integrated. In these cases, it is important to study the ensuing

optimal Sharpe ratio portfolio and in particular the portfolio implications, since departures

from perfect integration arise endogenously from transaction costs. Empirically, studying
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the degree of integration while incorporating frictions is crucial in large cross-sections, in

order to ensure the existence of a common SDF.

Corollary 1. Suppose the sum of the weights is positive. Then, as the size of the

proportional transaction cost ε increases, the portfolio restrictions are equivalent to imposing

short-selling constraints, i.e. ω = ω+ ∈ RN
+ .

11

Accordingly, as the penalty on the weights is more severe, only few assets are included in

the optimal portfolio. Intuitively, this relation holds for symmetric costs, whereas in reality

the effect is likely to be stronger after accounting for additional short-selling costs, such as

borrowing costs. Moreover, the portfolio admitting no short-selling is sparse, trading-off

diversification with a selection of the driving assets. This result rationalizes the findings of

Jagannathan and Ma (2003) and is consistent with DeMiguel, Garlappi, Nogales, and Uppal

(2009) and Gârleanu, Panageas, and Yu (2020). Therefore, in practice, as the trading costs

increase, the optimal solution entails only long positions, yielding an investable portfolio,

similar to the one held by institutional investors.

Finally, the notion of integration examined in this paper is consistent with absence

of arbitrage opportunities across different markets, while incorporating financial frictions.

In the following, I formally define a metric capturing the underlying degree of market

integration, which is theoretically motivated by the no-arbitrage condition and economically

meaningful as it is based on cross-market pricing performance.

Definition 1. In presence of frictions, the degree of integration between markets B and S

reads:

I(B, S) = 1− |E[M̃SBRS]− 1|+ |E[M̃SBRB]− 1|
|E[M̃BRS]− 1|+ |E[M̃SRB]− 1|

, (11)

where M̃SB denotes the joint SDF incorporating frictions, and M̃B (M̃S) denotes the

constrained marginal SDF.

11Notice that this result holds in general for all optimal portfolios that are not self-financing portfolios,
such that the weights sum up to 0. Hence, as long as the sum of the weights is positive, excluding thus the
trivial case of all the weights being exactly zero, the norm of the weights is minimized when no asset is sold
short. Moreover, since any admissible SDF needs to satisfy the pricing constraints, while being nonnegative,
the case in which all weights are exactly zero is a zero measure event.
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The numerator in Equation (11) quantifies the pricing error (in absolute value) in

markets B and S implied by the joint constrained SDF M̃SB, whereas the denominator

quantifies the pricing error (in absolute value) implied by the marginal constrained SDFs

M̃B and M̃S when pricing returns R in market S (B). The latter are derived under the

assumption of (fictitious) segmentation, as they encompass only information from stock or

bond returns alone, while incorporating the largest friction (e.g., trading cost) present in

that respective market (which is at least as high as the one considered for the joint SDF).

Moreover, as both M̃B and M̃S are a subset of M̃SB, they always yield a pricing error which

is higher or equal to the one implied by M̃SB. Since the denominator is fixed, the degree

of integration I depends on the pricing performance of the joint SDF M̃SB. The smaller

the pricing error, the higher the degree of integration, since market integration implies that

similar returns should be assigned similar prices. Intuitively, this measure of integration

is bounded between zero (when the joint constrained SDF yields a pricing error equal to

the pricing error implied by marginal SDFs, and thus under the assumption of segmented

markets) and one (when the joint constrained SDF yields a pricing error equal to zero).12

The advantages of this metric are that it measures pricing consistency across markets and

it can be applied to both parametric and non-parametric asset pricing models. Since my

approach is model-free, it circumvents the issue of correct model specification, while the

derived SDFs admit an economic interpretation in terms of (tradable) optimal Sharpe ratio

portfolios, easy to implement and maintain by agents present in these markets. Lastly,

notice that this definition of market integration is consistent with the existence of financial

frictions in incomplete markets, while perfect integration (I = 1) under the assumption

of frictionless markets implies that the pricing errors are exactly zero.13 As the frictions

become more stringent, integration worsens, rendering the optimal portfolio sparse.

12Chen and Knez (1995) develop a measure of integration by minimizing the distance between two
candidate SDFs. Whenever this measure is zero, markets are perfectly integrated. The higher the distance,
the larger the departure from perfect integration. Different from this approach, my measure is bounded
between zero and one and can directly individuate the effect of frictions.

13Under the assumption of complete markets, on the other hand, there exists a unique SDF correctly
pricing all assets and markets are trivially integrated.
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3 Empirical Analysis

In this section, I describe the data sources and the construction of the variables of interest.

Further, I estimate the degree of integration between corporate bond and stock markets

by considering different portfolios sorted on firm-level characteristics. The reason I focus

on portfolio sorts is twofold. First, deriving SDFs that correctly price a large cross-section

of returns might not be feasible using standard techniques, as the dispersion may diverge.

Second, constructing sorts is beneficial because it provides a simple picture of how average

returns vary across a given characteristic. Moreover, aggregating returns into portfolios

eliminates noise and delivers more precise estimates, while improving efficiency. In addition,

I use value-weighted returns when sorting stocks or corporate bonds on variables of interest,

in order to avoid the estimates to be driven by small companies.14 Next, I provide the pricing

and portfolio implications for the derived minimum variance SDFs introduced in the theory

section, and quantify the level of integration. Further, I supply a comparison between the

pricing performance of constrained SDFs accounting for market frictions and existing stock

and bond factor models. Finally, I relate the risk factors embedded in model-free extracted

SDFs to existing factors, such as the market factor and intermediary risk factors.

3.1 Data

The data for corporate bonds and the associated stock of the issuing firms are obtained

by merging four different databases. The sample comprises the entire universe of U.S.

corporate bonds satisfying selection criteria commonly used in the literature. The

Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) Trade Reporting and Compliance Engine

(TRACE) Enhanced database reports the most comprehensive data regarding corporate

bonds transactions, including the price and the trading volume. In particular, it provides

information regarding over-the-counter (OTC) secondary market transactions by all market

participants, who are mainly large institutional investors, such as insurance companies,

14In the robustness section, I show that results are consistent if I use equally-weighted returns instead.
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pension funds and mutual funds.15

TRACE began collecting corporate bond transaction data in July 2002 and started

disseminating the data sequentially, in three phases, until the first quarter of 2005. I consider

as initial date July 2005, to reflect the incorporation of the last phase, and sample data with

a monthly frequency until September 2019. This frequency choice rules out possible biases

arising from stale prices (see, e.g., Bao, Pan, and Wang (2011)), since corporate bonds do

not trade as frequently as stocks. Corporate bond issue characteristics, such as bond type,

issue and maturity date, the offering amount, the coupon rate, as well as information about

the issuing firm, including credit ratings, are retrieved from Mergent FISD. The WRDS

Bond Returns database merges TRACE Enhanced with Mergent and provides information

about corporate bonds monthly returns, as well as the link with equity issues for every firm,

through the CRSP database.

The filters used are standard in the literature (see, e.g., Bai, Bali, and Wen (2019)). As a

first step, cleaning the data requires eliminating the three most common errors encountered

in the trade reports filled by dealers, i.e. cancellations, corrections and reversals (Dick-

Nielsen (2009)). Second, the bond type has to fulfill the following criteria: (i) coupon type

is fixed or zero, (ii) not under Rule 144A, (iii) the bond type is senior, either debenture,

medium term note, or medium term note zero, i.e. no convertible or assets backed bonds

are considered. Further minor corrections include filtering for missing data, such as missing

price, volume or data ranges.

Additionally, the following filters are considered: (i) remove bonds maturing in less than

a year, since these are the ones that are going to be delisted from indices,16 (ii) remove

bonds that have missing credit ratings or duration, (iii) focus on bonds having a trading

15The enhanced TRACE database is superior because it reports actual transaction prices from dealers,
which enables a natural framework for examining the economic forces of the market. On the contrary,
databases reporting matrix-based quotes, i.e. a price derived by a rule of thumb based on bond
characteristics in absence of a dealer quote, although they might have a longer sample period, they can
obscure the market mechanisms. These serve more as indicative quotations, and not as an obligation on
price and quantity (Elton, Gruber, Agrawal, and Mann (2001)).

16Since trading corporate bonds is mainly performed over-the-counter (OTC), the main class of investors
are institutional ones, including insurance companies, pension funds, mutual funds and to a lesser extent,
hedge funds. Insurance companies and pension funds typically follow long-term, buy-and-hold strategies,
so they do not rebalance their portfolios often. As such, they tend to discard bonds having a maturity less
than a year. The time to maturity is measured each month during the sample period.
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volume higher than $10, 00017 and (iv) remove bonds that do not have corresponding stock

data in CRSP and Compustat. Finally, to avoid bonds that show up just for several months

and then disappear from TRACE, I require the bonds to be in the TRACE data for at least

one year (Bao, Pan, and Wang (2011)).

Lastly, equity data for the issuing firms regarding price and shares outstanding are

retrieved from CRSP, whereas firm fundamentals are obtained from Compustat.18

3.1.1 Variable Definitions

This subsection describes the variables of interest used in subsequent tests in the empirical

analysis.

For each corporate bond i = 1, ..., I, the monthly gross return is computed as follows:

Ri,t+1 =
Pi,t+1 + Ci,t+1 + AIi,t+1

Pi,t + AIi,t
,

where Pi,t+1 is the price, Ci,t+1 is the coupon payment and AIi,t+1 the accrued interest of

bond i at time t+ 1.

Similarly, the gross return of stock j = 1, ..., J reads:

Rj,t+1 =
Pj,t+1 +Dj,t+1

Pj,t

,

where Pj,t+1 is the price and Dj,t+1 is the dividend payment of stock j at time t+ 1.

I follow extant literature when constructing portfolios of stocks and corporate bonds,

with the sorts reflecting both firm-level and asset specific characteristics. I consider well-

established variables, or anomalies, documented in the literature to price the cross section

of stock returns. The aim is to examine whether they have the same implications also for

17This filter is consistent with Bai, Bali, and Wen (2019). Bessembinder, Maxwell, and Venkataraman
(2006), on the other hand, remove transactions with trading volume less than $100, 000, to reflect trades
from institutional investors.

18In addition, firms with negative book value of equity are excluded from the analysis. After applying
the corresponding filters, the data consists of 643, 995 bond-month observations and 119, 146 unique stock-
month observations. Throughout the sample period considered, there are in total 1, 324 firms and 11, 950
bonds. Provided that a company can have multiple bonds outstanding at a given point in time, the number
of bond observations is naturally higher. Accounting variables are winsorized at the 1% and 99% levels.
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bond returns, since a contingent claim approach would imply a strong link between the risk

premia on the two asset classes. Moreover, these portfolio sorts constitute the test assets

for constructing SDFs and quantifying the underlying degree of integration. The sorting

is particularly relevant in presence of different market frictions, as it can potentially speak

to what firm characteristics matter for investors when forming their optimal portfolios. I

consider the following variables: credit rating, duration, firm size, value, leverage, stock

momentum, asset growth, profitability, liquidity and short interest.19

The construction of portfolio sorts proceeds as follows. For deciles based on size, book-

to-market, asset growth and profitability, the sorts are done once a year in June and monthly

value-weighted returns are calculated from July through June the following year (Fama and

French (1993)). For deciles based on momentum, liquidity, leverage and short interest, the

sorts are updated monthly. For credit rating and duration, the quintile sorts are formed

based on observations in the preceding month. A higher numerical score for the credit rating

indicates a riskier corporate bond.

Since the pricing restrictions between corporate bonds and stocks, e.g., as implied by

structural models, hold at the firm level and not necessarily at the portfolio level, I employ

the same weights for both stock and bond portfolios. Thus, to be consistent with a measure

of firm-level integration, I value-weight portfolios of stocks using the market capitalization

of the firm, and subsequently employ the same weights for the bond portfolios. The value-

weighted bond portfolios are computed by value-weighting firm-level bond returns that are

value-weighted (using their corresponding amount outstanding) individual bond returns

within each firm. This approach ensures that results are not driven by small, illiquid issues.

In the robustness section, I consider equally-weighted returns instead, and I find that results

are consistent. Finally, the methodology yields 10 portfolios of corporate bonds and 10

portfolios of stocks using value-weighted returns for each characteristic sort considered -

size, value, momentum, leverage, asset growth, profitability, liquidity, short interest, as well

as five portfolios sorted on credit rating and duration. Since bonds are highly concentrated

19The description of the portfolio sorts is detailed in Appendix B.
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across the credit rating and duration dimensions, I use quintiles for these sorts.20

3.1.2 Summary Statistics

Table 1 reports summary statistics regarding corporate bond and stock returns, as well as

firm-level characteristics. On average, the representative bond is investment grade, having a

monthly return of 0.56%, a numerical rating of 8.25 (BBB) and a duration of 6.55 years. The

average firm is a growth firm, mid-cap, with a leverage of 0.32 and a book-to-market ratio

of 0.64. Moreover, it has on average a profitability of 35% and an annual asset percentage

growth of 8.9%. The corresponding momentum return over the past 12 months yields about

11% on average, and there is a positive demand for shorting the stocks, on average of 4.6%

per month, as measured by short interest. The average percent quoted bid-ask spread for

individual stocks is 9 bps, whereas the one for bonds is about one order of magnitude higher,

around 0.6%.

Figure 1 plots the co-movement between spread portfolio returns (high minus low

quantiles) of corporate bonds and spread portfolio returns of stocks. Accordingly, the co-

movement appears to be significant across different characteristics sorts, exhibiting large

cross-sectional differences. To have a better understanding of the relations between stocks

and bonds returns, I report in Table 2 the correlation between combinations of low and high

quantiles. While the co-movement is generally increasing for credit rating, liquidity and

short interest, the relationship is not always monotonic for other sorts. For instance, based

on value and leverage sorts, the correlation is higher between riskier bonds in the top deciles

and stocks in the bottom deciles, while the opposite holds for profitability sorts. The relation

for profitability sorts stems from the fact that while more profitable firms earn higher equity

returns (see, e.g., Fama and French (2015), Novy-Marx (2013)), they are likely further away

from the default boundary and thus safer, entailing a lower bond return. Overall, whenever

the bond is essentially close to being risk-free (bottom credit risk and bottom leverage

quantiles), it features a lower co-movement with the stock, in line with the model predictions

20Specifically, 80% of the bonds in the sample are investment grade, while the remaining are high-yield
bonds. For bond-specific characteristics, such as credit rating and duration, I take the average when
computing the sorts for the corresponding stock.
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Table 1. Summary Statistics

This table reports summary statistics of the variables used in the empirical analysis. The mean, median and
standard deviation of the bond and stock returns are reported in percentages. Credit rating is expressed
in conventional numerical scores, and can take values between 1 (AAA rating) and 21 (C rating). Higher
numerical scores mean higher credit risk. Numerical ratings of 10 or below (BBB- or better) are considered
investment-grade, and ratings of 11 or higher (BB+ or worse) are labeled as high-yield. Duration is expressed
in years. Size is computed as the natural logarithm of market capitalization. Value is the book-to-market
firm equity value. Leverage is the ratio between book value of debt and the book value of debt plus the
market value of equity. Momentum is the cumulative return over the previous 12 months skipping the most
recent month. Asset growth represents the annual percentage change in total assets. Profitability is the
ratio between operating profit and book equity. Short interest is the ratio between the number of shares
shorted and the shares outstanding. Stock (bond) bid-ask spread is the ratio between the bid-ask spread
and the mid price. The sample period is from July 2005 to September 2019.

Mean Median Std

Bond Return (%) 0.56 0.38 3.06

Stock Return (%) 1.06 1.04 11.30

Credit Rating 8.25 8 3.16

Duration 6.55 5.40 4.25

Size 8.64 8.63 1.57

Value 0.64 0.54 0.46

Leverage 0.32 0.27 0.21

Momentum (%) 11 9.80 33.6

Asset Growth (%) 8.94 4.52 22.3

Profitability (%) 35 25.4 46

Short Interest(%) 4.63 2.54 4.60

Stock Bid-Ask Spread (bps) 9 4 12

Bond Bid-Ask Spread (bps) 60 41 58

and findings of Pasquariello and Sandulescu (2021). Accordingly, it is worth mentioning that

in such cases, markets are not necessarily segmented, as (informed) investors can still trade

both stocks and bonds. Therefore, pricing consistency across markets is more relevant when

studying integration, rather than return co-movement alone.

Table 2. Co-movement Between Stocks and Corporate Bonds

This table reports the correlation (ρ) for portfolios of corporate bonds (B), and of stocks (S) formed on
different sorts. L (H) is the bottom (top) quintile or decile. HL is the difference between the top and
bottom quintile or decile. The sample period is from July 2005 to September 2019. ***, ** and * denotes
significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively.

Credit Rating Duration Size Value Leverage Momentum Asset Growth Profitability Liquidity Short Interest

ρLB ,LS
0.125 0.371∗∗∗ 0.626∗∗∗ 0.168∗∗ 0.129∗ 0.558∗∗∗ 0.427∗∗∗ 0.337∗∗∗ 0.161∗∗ 0.138∗

ρLB ,HS
0.056 0.393∗∗∗ 0.512∗∗∗ 0.021 -0.044 0.215∗∗∗ 0.355∗∗∗ 0.475∗∗∗ 0.141∗ 0.035

ρHB ,LS
0.586∗∗∗ 0.096 0.106 0.419∗∗∗ 0.332∗∗∗ 0.236∗∗∗ 0.234∗∗∗ 0.108 0.397∗∗∗ 0.499∗∗∗

ρHB ,HS
0.699∗∗∗ 0.206∗∗∗ 0.130∗ 0.320∗∗∗ 0.260∗∗∗ 0.225∗∗∗ 0.247∗∗∗ 0.316∗∗∗ 0.537∗∗∗ 0.486∗∗∗

ρHLB ,HLS
0.625∗∗∗ 0.296∗∗∗ 0.468∗∗∗ 0.265∗∗∗ 0.281∗∗∗ 0.547∗∗∗ 0.266∗∗∗ 0.326∗∗∗ 0.420∗∗∗ 0.407∗∗∗
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Figure 1. Co-movement Between High-Low Portfolios
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This figure plots high-low bond portfolio returns (y-axis) together with high-low stock portfolio returns (x-axis), and the fitted
least-square line, for different characteristics sorts. The sample period is from July 2005 to September 2019.

In summary, firm features can have different effects on the returns of the two asset classes.

Specifically, stocks co-move more strongly with stock-like corporate bonds, especially those

of small, growth firms, with lower profitability, liquidity, asset growth, and with higher

credit riskiness, leverage and demand for short-selling. Thus, firms that are riskier or more

likely to be mispriced feature a higher co-movement between their corporate bond and stock

securities. Across firms, bonds that are more likely to default entail a stronger correlation

with stocks in general. To quantify the degree of integration, it is necessary to examine

the cross-market pricing relations and the portfolio implications of the optimal Sharpe

ratio portfolios, especially investors’ ability of trading them in the real-world. Moreover,

the methodology I employ in this paper derives optimal portfolio weights across all decile

portfolios, consistent with marginal investors’ Euler equations, without imposing long-short

strategies. In fact, cost mitigating strategies, going long-short along some characteristic,

which may not always be feasible in financial markets, are not ensured to deliver the highest

Sharpe ratio attainable in the economy.

3.2 Market Integration and Minimum Variance SDFs

In this section, I estimate the minimum variance SDFs introduced in the theory. I start by

describing the results derived under the assumption of frictionless markets and document
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why this setting yields unrealistic implications. Then, I provide findings and I compute

the level of integration between corporate bond and stock markets obtained in presence of

different market frictions. The frictionless markets case can be regarded as a benchmark

and the corresponding optimal Sharpe ratio portfolio is key in order to infer whether it is

feasible to implement in practice.

3.2.1 The Case of Frictionless Markets Assumption

3.2.1A Minimum Variance SDFs

Testing for market integration in the data is equivalent to testing whether there exists

a common SDF pricing corporate bonds and stocks. In the following, I derive the joint

minimum variance SDFs that price exactly the portfolio returns of bonds and stocks, sorted

on different firm-level characteristics. The SDFs are estimated using the sample counterpart

of the quantities in Equation (6), i.e. by substituting expectations with the sample mean.

Notice that in this case, the classical solution of Hansen and Jagannathan (1991) with non-

negative constraint is obtained. Specifically, the SDF is a linear combination of the original

returns, truncated at zero, similar to an option payoff. Since the joint SDF correctly prices

both corporate bonds and stocks by construction, i.e. the pricing error is exactly zero, I

examine next the portfolio implications of the endogenously determined optimal Sharpe

ratio portfolio corresponding to the marginal investor in this economy. This analysis is

essential in order to determine whether the average investor would be able to implement

such strategies in practice.

3.2.1B Portfolio Implications

Figure 2 plots the optimal Sharpe ratio portfolio weights associated with the minimum

variance SDFs that price portfolios of corporate bonds and stocks for the various

characteristics considered. There are two noteworthy observations. First, the weights in

the bond portfolios are significantly higher than those in the stock portfolios. This is a

consequence of larger bond Sharpe ratios coupled with low bond return volatility in the

data. The annualized Sharpe ratios for portfolios of stocks and bonds are reported in
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Appendix Table B1. In practice, this would imply that only investors able to take excessively

leveraged positions could construct and maintain such a portfolio. Second, many of the bond

weights carry a negative sign, yielding different short positions along some quintile or decile

portfolios. In reality however, it is difficult to short-sell corporate bonds, as this activity

is usually expensive, and unfeasible in some cases, especially for highly illiquid bonds (see,

e.g., Asquith, Au, Covert, and Pathak (2013) and Blanco, Brennan, and Marsh (2005),

among others). Importantly, the portfolio weights are not reported in percentage points,

but represent actual positions consistent with optimal Sharpe ratio portfolios under the

assumption of frictionless markets. Consequently, the weights vary between -100 and 100

for bonds and between -15 and 20 for stocks.

Figure 2. Corporate Bonds and Stocks Optimal Portfolio Weights
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This figure plots the portfolio weights implied by the joint minimum variance SDFs corectly pricing portfolios of corporate
bonds and stocks sorted on size, value, leverage, momentum, asset growth, profitability, liquidity, short interest, credit rating
and duration. LB (LS) and HB (HS) are the bottom and top bond (stock) quantiles. The sample period is from July 2005
to September 2019.

Overall, there are significant costs associated with trading and short-selling, in particular

corporate bonds, and some classes of investors, such as pension funds, insurance companies

or mutual funds, might have investment mandates, regulatory constraints, or risk profiles

preventing them from engaging in short-selling activities (see, e.g. Almazan, Brown,

Carlson, and Chapman (2004), among others). To examine the cross-market pricing relation

and the associated degree of market integration in a more realistic framework, I derive next

the results of minimum variance SDFs incorporating different financial frictions, such as

transaction costs, and short-selling constraints.
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3.2.2 The Case of Market Frictions Assumption

3.2.2A Minimum Variance SDFs

Since financial markets are not frictionless, and investors face different constraints when

trading, I compute the optimal solution while accounting for transaction costs in bonds and

stocks. I show that as transaction costs increase, the optimal Sharpe ratio portfolios consist

only of long positions, consistent with non-participation by some agents, or short-selling

constraints. The estimation proceeds by solving the empirical counterpart of Equation

(10), and replacing the expectation operator with the sample mean. Imposing the additional

proportional transaction cost restriction is equivalent to having pricing constraints that are

less restrictive, i.e. they lead to a less binding pricing problem. Intuitively, proportional

transaction costs bound the pricing errors, such that assets are priced within the bid-ask

spreads. The optimal solution for minimum variance SDFs is still a linear combination of

the returns, truncated at zero, but only of those for which the constraints are not binding.

Naturally, since these returns will be a subset of all the available returns, the SDFs will

have a lower volatility. Consequently, I show that it is always possible to derive a common

SDF for stocks and bonds, when accounting for transaction costs.

In the empirical analysis, I derive the optimal solutions for different levels of transaction

costs, by varying the penalty ε between one bps and 65 bps, in steps of five bps. These levels

are consistent with observed bid-ask spreads, and evidence provided by Frazzini, Israel, and

Moskowitz (2012), Anand, Irvine, Puckett, and Venkataraman (2013), Novy-Marx (2013)

and Bessembinder, Jacobsen, Maxwell, and Venkataraman (2018), among others. When

deriving the joint optimal portfolio, I consider a lower transaction cost for stocks, since they

are less expensive to trade than corporate bonds.21 Overall, for low transaction costs, the

optimal solution is similar to the unconstrained one, even if some of the portfolio weights

are shrunk to zero. As the transaction costs increase, more weights are set to zero, with the

optimal solutions reflecting the quantiles that deliver the maximum Sharpe ratio portfolio.

I additionally derive an SDF in each market, in order to estimate the maximal implied

21Specifically, I use 45% of the penalty ε employed for corporate bonds. Varying the proportion yields
qualitatively similar results.
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pricing error across markets, necessary for determining the underlying degree of integration.

They can be interpreted as benchmark pricing errors under the assumption of fictitious

market segmentation, since the optimal portfolios of the marginal investor consist of

positions in bonds or stocks only, i.e. the SDFs price returns in the corresponding market

only. Notice however that in principle, there are no barriers preventing investors from

participating in both markets. Moreover, following the intuition of canonical asset pricing

models, both bond and stock markets should be treated as markets where the same

underlying, firm value, is traded. In other words, the underlying risk factors will affect

both asset classes, with broader implications for both investing and financing decisions.

Table 3, Panel A, reports the average pricing error (in absolute value) implied by the

joint SDF within markets, while accounting for transaction costs of 20 (45) bps for stocks

(bonds). These mid level transaction costs are consistent with the estimates of Novy-Marx

(2013), of 20 to 65 bps for stock portfolios with mid turnover strategies, and Bessembinder

et al. (2018), who estimate transaction costs between 45 and 70 bps for bonds. Regarding

credit rating and duration sorts, the transaction costs considered are lower, of 11 (25) bps

for stocks (bonds), since they involve quintile, and not decile portfolios. For illustrative

purposes, the results are reported for the minimum variance SDFs that price portfolios

sorted on the same characteristic. The pricing performance is similar when fixing one

SDF and applying it to other portfolio sorts. Accordingly, pricing discrepancies (in absolute

terms) are not statistically different from zero in general, while being consistent with quoted

bid-ask spreads, fluctuating between 5 and 14 bps for stocks, and between 15 and 40 bps

for corporate bonds.

Panel B reports the maximum cross-market pricing error (in absolute value) implied

by marginal SDFs. Accordingly, the maximum pricing error for stocks varies between 15

and 37 bps, whereas the one for corporate bonds varies between 55 and 80 bps. Panel C

reports the degree of integration between portfolios of corporate bonds and stocks, which

varies between 44% for profitability sorts and 58% for short interest sorts, with an overall

mean of 51% for decile portfolios and transaction costs of 20 (45) bps for stocks (bonds).

For quintile portfolios featuring transaction costs of 11 (25) bps for stocks (bonds), the
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Table 3. Average Pricing Errors and Integration in Presence of Transaction Costs

This table reports in Panel A the pricing errors (in absolute value) implied by the minimum variance SDF (MSB) jointly
pricing corporate bonds and stocks, while incorporating transaction costs of 20 (45) bps for stocks (bonds). For credit rating
and duration quintiles, the transaction costs are 11 (25) bps for stocks (bonds). Pricing errors are computed as E[MSBRS ]−1
and E[MSBRB ] − 1, with S denoting the stocks and B the bonds. | · | denotes the absolute value. Panel B reports the
cross-market pricing errors (in absolute value), E[MBRS ]− 1 and E[MSRB ]− 1, implied by the marginal minimum variance
SDFs (MB and MS) while incorporating the largest friction, i.e. transaction costs of 40 (65) bps for stocks (bonds). For credit
rating and duration quintiles, the transaction costs are 30 (50) bps for stocks (bonds). Pricing errors are the ones implied by
the SDF that prices the portfolios sorted on the corresponding characteristic. All measures are reported in basis points (bps).
Panel C reports the integration level I(B,S) according to equation (11). The sample period is from July 2005 to September
2019. T-statistics, reported in parenthesis, are calculated using bootstrap with 10,000 simulations. Bootstrapped confidence
intervals, reported in brackets, are calculated using bootstrap with 10,000 simulations.

Credit Rating Duration Size Value Leverage Momentum Asset Growth Profitability Liquidity Short Interest

Panel A: Within-Market Average Absolute Pricing Errors

|E[MSBRS]− 1| 5 5 14 13 13 11 10 11 10 9

(0.140) (0.167) (0.252) (0.275) (0.200) (0.163) (0.193) (0.137) (0.260) (0.124)

|E[MSBRB]− 1| 15 22 30 40 39 37 40 40 35 37

(0.685) (1.296) (0.603) (1.738) (1.085) (0.856) (1.469) (0.738) (1.665) (0.890)

Panel B: Cross-Market Pricing Errors

|E[MBRS]− 1| 15 16 26 37 36 29 32 37 27 37

(0.348) (0.446) (0.598) (1.008) (0.916) (0.680) (0.898) (0.963) (0.701) (0.898)

|E[MSRB]− 1| 60 72 63 74 68 80 65 55 68 73

(1.677) (1.972) (1.792) (1.892) (1.440) (1.338) (1.905) (1.429) (2.017) (1.263)

Panel C: Integration Level

I(B, S) 0.726 0.696 0.502 0.525 0.500 0.561 0.478 0.440 0.524 0.581

[0.61; 0.78] [0.63; 0.74] [0.49; 0.54] [0.48; 0.55] [0.45; 0.53] [0.49; 0.61] [0.37; 0.52] [0.29; 0.50] [0.49; 0.62] [0.51; 0.62]

average degree of integration is 71%. The integration measure is naturally nondecreasing

in the number of assets in the two markets considered. In other words, it is easier for

two smaller markets to be perfectly integrated than for two larger ones, consistent with

Chen and Knez (1995). There is a slight cross-sectional variation, as the test assets, or

portfolio sorts considered exhibit different properties in terms of mean and volatility, and

thus Sharpe ratios. To understand the average level of integration, consider my measure’s

two polar cases: (i) under perfect segmentation, integration is exactly zero, and (ii) under

perfect integration (or frictionless markets), the level is equal to 100%. Hence, my estimate

implies that U.S. stock and corporate bond markets are noth non-trivially integrated, as

well as far from perfectly so. This suggests that their current degree of integration could still

be enhanced, e.g., by implementing market reforms that facilitate trading across stocks and

bonds, making use of technological improvements, or lowering transaction costs in financial

markets. In fact, halving the transaction costs considered leads to a 40% improvement in

the level of observed integration (from 51% to 71% on average).

To shed light on whether different firm-level or asset-specific characteristics have distinct

implications, I compute the level of integration for top and bottom decile portfolios. I report
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the results in Table 4. Again, the underlying degree of integration between stocks and bonds

is rather high (reaching a maximum of 86% between high-yield bonds and stocks with good

credit ratings), even though there is a significant cross-sectional dispersion. Overall, bonds

pertaining to smaller firms, highly leveraged, with lower asset growth, profitability and

liquidity, as well as higher short interest, and high-yield bonds feature a higher degree of

integration with stocks. The evidence suggests that for more opaque firms (e.g. smaller,

less liquid), investors are largely indifferent between trading stocks or bonds, whereas for

larger firms, investors tend to specialize in one asset type, such that the integration is lower.

While the integration levels reported are consistent with the correlations depicted in Table

2, there are instances when the integration is high even when correlation between stocks

and bonds is relatively low in the data, strengthening the idea that cross-market pricing is

more relevant than simple co-movement when studying integration.

Table 4. Integration Between Stocks and Corporate Bonds Portfolios

This table reports the integration level (I) defined in (11) for portfolios of corporate bonds (B), and of stocks (S) formed on
different sorts. L (H) is the bottom (top) quintile or decile. The joint minimum variance SDF accounts for transaction costs
of 20 (45) bps for stocks (bonds), while the marginal minimum variance SDFs incorporate the largest friction, i.e. 40 (65) bps
for stocks (bonds). For credit rating and duration quintiles, the transaction costs are 11 (25) bps for stocks (bonds) for the
joint SDF and 30 (50) bps, respectively, for the marginal SDFs. The sample period is from July 2005 to September 2019.

Credit Rating Duration Size Value Leverage Momentum Asset Growth Profitability Liquidity Short Interest

I(LB, LS) 0.635 0.713 0.739 0.497 0.515 0.615 0.629 0.518 0.367 0.573

I(LB, HS) 0.510 0.589 0.739 0.425 0.371 0.682 0.623 0.601 0.529 0.410

I(HB, LS) 0.863 0.800 0.264 0.644 0.607 0.529 0.536 0.325 0.683 0.760

I(HB, HS) 0.738 0.677 0.264 0.571 0.462 0.597 0.530 0.407 0.845 0.597

Lastly, I plot in Figure 3 the integration between portfolios of stocks and bonds sorted

on firm size, for different levels of transaction costs.22 It follows that the integration is

decreasing as trading costs increase. In particular, for transaction costs of one bps, the

integration is close to being perfect, whereas for large transaction costs of 65 bps, the

integration reduces to 22%. Quite intuitively, the level of integration between stocks and

bonds decreases faster for large transaction costs (higher than 25 bps), than for moderate

levels of transaction costs (1 bps to 20 bps), as likely more market participants halt trading.

22In interest of space, I focus on one characteristic. The plot is similar for the remaining characteristics
considered.
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Figure 3. Integration Level and Transaction Costs
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This figure plots the integration level (y-axes) against transaction costs (x-axes), or the penalty (ε), for portfolios of stocks
and bonds sorted on firm size. The sample period is from July 2005 to September 2019.

3.2.2B Portfolio Implications

As a byproduct of the theoretical framework employed in this paper, I can pin down the

optimal portfolio of marginal investors present in corporate bonds and stock markets from

their Euler pricing restrictions. Since financial constraints impact the form of the optimal

SDF in the underlying market, I examine next the portfolio implications that emerge in

such cases. Figure 4 plots the corresponding weights associated with the joint minimum

variance SDF.23 Even when accounting for sizeable transaction costs of 20 (45) bps for stocks

(bonds), the wealth is distributed to both corporate bonds and stock portfolios, consistent

with the idea of integration between these two markets. To illustrate, for sorts based on

liquidity, the optimal Sharpe ratio portfolio entails long positions in the low deciles for

both bonds and stocks, suggesting that investors prefer liquid firms. These decile portfolios

contain hundreds of stocks and bonds. Optimal Sharpe ratio portfolios typically consist of

safe bonds: those of large firms, featuring low leverage, and investment-grade bonds with

low duration. Overall, optimal strategies imply long positions in corporate bonds across all

characteristics considered. On the other hand, there are also instances when the optimal

strategy will yield short positions in stocks, such as, not surprisingly, for momentum and

23For completeness, I report in Appendix C. the optimal weights of marginal SDFs as well. A noteworthy
observation is that the optimal weights are different than the ones obtained using the joint SDF. This
evidence suggests that since markets are not perfectly integrated (e.g., due to financial frictions), information
from both corporate bonds and stocks markets is relevant when constructing a common pricing rule.
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short interest sorts. Importantly, the optimal weights are consistent with the maximal

attainable Sharpe ratio in each market, and with the correlations between quantiles of

stocks and bonds reported in Table 2. The long optimal position is larger in the asset class

delivering a higher Sharpe ratio. For instance, in presence of transaction costs, the optimal

portfolio consists of long positions in both stocks and bonds for leverage sorts (since their

Sharpe ratios are similar, see e.g. Appendix Table B1), featuring the lowest correlation:

bottom decile for bonds (LB) and top decile for stocks (HS), in order to minimize the

variance of the joint portfolio. Notice however that even if transaction costs are the same

for low and high deciles of corporate bonds, consistent with evidence in Choi and Kim

(2018), the optimal Sharpe ratio strategy does not involve a high minus low portfolio. This

suggests that cost mitigating strategies, going long-short along some characteristic, which

may not always be feasible in financial markets, do not necessarily deliver the highest Sharpe

ratio attainable in the economy. Finally, for lower levels of transaction costs than the ones

considered in Figure 4, more decile or quintile stock and bond portfolios are selected in the

optimal portfolio, strengthening the evidence for market integration.

Figure 4. Corporate Bonds and Stocks Constrained Portfolio Weights
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This figure plots the portfolio weights implied by minimum variance SDFs accounting for transaction costs for portfolios of
corporate bonds and stocks sorted on size, value, leverage, momentum, asset growth, profitability, liquidity, short interest,
credit rating and duration. LB (LS) and HB (HS) are the bottom and top bond (stock) quantiles. The constrained SDFs
account for a penalty ε of 20 (45) bps for stocks (bonds). For credit rating and duration quintiles, the penalty is 11 (25) bps
for stocks (bonds). The sample period is from July 2005 to September 2019.

Overall, the portfolio implications derived when imposing transaction costs appear to

be more realistic, as investors are able to readily implement such positions in practice.

Nonetheless, a potential concern regarding the cross-market pricing performance stems from
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the fact that some of the decile portfolios, especially for the corporate bond returns, may

not exhibit sufficient cross-sectional dispersion. In other words, the good pricing fit may be

due to the fact that average returns are similar across deciles. I systematically address this

in the robustness section, where I construct double sorted portfolios based on firm-level and

asset-specific characteristics. I show that, despite the increased cross-sectional variation,

results are consistent if I use single or double sorts.

3.3 Constrained Minimum Variance SDFs and Factor Models

A natural question asks how constrained model-free extracted joint SDFs perform in terms

of pricing when compared with existing factor models for bonds and stocks. However, it is

important to stress that the goal of this study is to document the existence of a common SDF

jointly pricing corporate bonds and stocks, and the investors’ ability to trade the ensuing

optimal portfolio in presence of frictions, as well as quantifying the degree of integration,

rather than pinning down a set of factors. By design, since the SDFs are a combination of

the tradable returns, they encompass all the relevant risk factors driving the risk premia.

Notwithstanding, I evaluate the pricing performance of existing factor models and provide

a comparison with respect to the minimum variance constrained SDFs. This analysis is

also useful as a validation tool for constrained SDFs. As alternative models, I consider the

Fama and French (1993) 3 Factor Model (proxying for market, size and value) and the bond

factor model of Bai, Bali, and Wen (2019) (capturing exposure to the market, downside

risk, credit and liquidity factors), as well as a combination of the two models.24 As test

assets, I use double sorted portfolios based on quintile firm or asset-specific characteristics.

Notice that by construction, under the assumption of frictionless markets, the

unconstrained SDFs will yield exact pricing for the assets considered. Portfolio restrictions

inherently introduce pricing errors, bounded in this case by the corresponding transaction

cost. For the pricing performance analysis, I consider a mid transaction cost value, of 20 (9)

bps for portfolios of bonds (stocks). Since stocks are less expensive to trade than corporate

24Results are similar for stock returns if I employ instead the four factor model, including the momentum
factor, or the five factor model of Fama and French (2008), accounting additionally for profitability and
investment factors.
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bonds, their transaction costs are naturally lower.25

I consider the following empirical specification:

Rit = αi + β′
iFt + εit, (12)

where Rit is the return on the test assets i = 1, ..., 25 at time t and Ft is the vector

containing the corresponding factors at time t. For the Fama French 3 factor model, F =

[MKT SMB HML]′, capturing market, size and value factors. For the bond factor

model, F = [MKT DRF CRF LRF ]′, proxying for market, downside risk, credit risk

and liquidity risk. I also consider the case where the stock and bond factors are stacked. For

the model-free extracted joint (for both stocks and bonds) SDF accounting for transaction

costs of 20 (9) bps for portfolios of bonds (stocks), F = [M̂ ].

I estimate prices of risk using the Fama and MacBeth (1973) approach. The methodology

proceeds in two steps. First, I run time-series regressions to obtain the betas, or loadings, on

the corresponding factors. Second, I run cross-sectional regressions on the estimated betas

from the first step in order to retrieve the price of risk of the factors. When performing this

two-stage regression, I adjust the standard errors to account for errors-in-variables, following

Shanken (1992), since the betas are estimated in the first step, for heteroskedasticity, as the

variance of residuals is not constant, and for potential autocorrelation in the error terms.

To discriminate between the various models, I use the R-Squared of a generalized least

squared (GLS) regression of returns on the proposed factors. This choice is motivated by

the critique of Lewellen, Nagel, and Shanken (2010), that seemingly strong OLS explanatory

power provides in fact a rather weak support for a model, especially if the test assets are the

ones formed on size and book-to-market portfolios.26 Another advantage is that the GLS

R-Squared has a meaningful economic interpretation in terms of the relative mean-variance

efficiency of a model factor–mimicking portfolios. In other words, the GLS R-Squared

reflects a factor’s proximity to the mean-variance boundary, whereas the OLS R-Squared

does not have in general a direct relation to the factor’s location in mean-variance space.

25These trading costs are consistent with the real-world transaction costs and price impact estimates
provided by Frazzini, Israel, and Moskowitz (2012) and Anand, Irvine, Puckett, and Venkataraman (2013).

26Appendix C. contains the adjusted OLS R-Squared as well.
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Moreover, Lewellen, Nagel, and Shanken (2010) document that GLS R-Squared is closely

linked to formal asset pricing tests, such as the Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) (HJ)

distance.

Table 5. Adjusted GLS R-Squared

This table reports the Adjusted GLS R-Squared obtained by running the following regression using the
Fama MacBeth approach:

Rit = αi + β′
iFt + εit,

where Rit is the return on the test assets i at time t and Ft is the vector containing the corresponding factors
at time t. For the Fama French 3 factor model (FF3), F = [MKT SMB HML]′, capturing market,
size and value factors. For the bond factor model (BF), F = [MKT DRF CRF LRF ]′, proxying for
market, downside risk, credit risk and liquidity risk. For the model-free extracted joint SDF accounting
for transaction costs of 20 bps for bond portfolios and 9 bps for stock portfolios, F = [M̂ ]. Results are
reported for stock, bond and stock and bond portfolios as test assets. The sample period is from July 2005
to September 2019.

Stocks Bonds Stocks & Bonds

FF3 BF FF3 + BF SDF FF3 BF FF3 + BF SDF FF3 BF FF3 + BF SDF

Credit rating & Duration -5% -2% -8% 74% -3% 5% 3% 10% 0% 4% 2% 25%

Credit rating & Liquidity -4% 0% 21% 77% 5% 30% 31% 50% -2% 8% 5% 38%

Credit rating & Size -4% -12% -20% 78% 7% 5% 11% 19% -3% -3% -9% 29%

Duration & Value -4% -9% -19% 87% -1% 9% -1% 2% 0% 0% -5% 31%

Duration & Liquidity -6% -8% -15% 81% 5% 2% -3% 8% -3% 0% -6% 18%

Leverage & Profitability -3% -11% -21% 82% -5% 7% -4% 3% -2% -2% -6% 18%

Size & Leverage 4% 4% 6% 84% 7% 10% 6% 19% 0% 3% 1% 43%

Size & Liquidity 1% 18% 20% 71% 13% 16% 17% 34% 4% 5% 7% 35%

Size & Profitability 6% -13% -12% 70% 18% -1% 24% 28% -2% 0% -3% 17%

Size & Value 18% -1% 20% 85% 9% 26% 25% 27% 1% 1% 2% 36%

The associated Adjusted GLS R-Squared from fitting the Fama French 3 factor model,

the bond factor model, or a combination of both, along with fitting the joint minimum

variance constrained SDF are reported in Table 5. The test assets considered are the 25

portfolios obtained from double sorts, for stocks, bonds, or both. With a few exceptions

for portfolios of bonds, the SDFs accounting for transaction costs yield a higher Adjusted

GLS R-Squared than the factor models. The best fit is obtained for portfolios of stocks,

where the joint SDF yields a GLS R-Squared between 70% and 87%. In contrast, the

factor models considered deliver a maximum Adjusted GLS R-Squared of 21%, while being

negative for several test assets, consistent with the results of Lewellen, Nagel, and Shanken

(2010). This evidence is meaningful especially in the view that the SDF is basically a

one factor model. For the bond portfolios, both the bond factor model and the combined

stock and bond factor models, as well as the SDF deliver the best fit. Still, it is relevant

to stress that stock and bond factor models are constructed by assuming that investors
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can implement long and short positions in some decile sorted portfolios, i.e. the weights

are unrestricted. In addition to potential short-selling constraints, it is likely that some

of these portfolios are not tradable in practice, especially if they contain small, illiquid

stocks or bonds. Moreover, without additional restrictions, a linear combination of the

estimated prices or risk of the factor models is not ensured to be non-negative, contrary to

the (constrained) SDFs. Finally, when considering both stocks and bonds portfolios as test

assets, the SDF entails the largest Adjusted GLS R-Squared, suggesting that it can explain

the maximum Sharpe ratio available on the test assets.

In summary, a comparison between factor models and constrained SDFs suggests the

latter yield a higher Adjusted GLS R-Squared, implying that SDFs explain the risk-return

opportunities available in the market. Overall, the constrained SDFs not only exhibit a

better pricing performance, but can be interpreted economically as optimal Sharpe ratio

portfolios of traded assets, easy to implement in practice.

3.4 Minimum Variance SDFs and Risk Factors

To grasp what are the risk factors embedded in the model-free extracted SDFs, I investigate

their relationship with the factors from existing models. The unconstrained minimum

variance SDFs are only mildly related to the Fama French 3 factor model or the bond

factor model. The SDFs accounting for transaction costs, on the other hand, are typically

explained by factor models, with most of the contribution coming from the market factor,

especially for large transaction costs.27 This result is intuitive, as the market portfolio

itself consists only of long positions. On the other hand, some investors may perceive

higher transaction costs as a tax, deterring them from trading or deviating from the

market portfolio, similar to non-participation or style investing (Gârleanu, Panageas, and

Yu (2020)), or deterring them from selling on negative information (Edmans, Goldstein, and

Jiang (2015)). In fact, as Figure 5 illustrates, assuming average transaction costs of 45 bps,

both the constrained minimum variance stock SDF (top panel) and the constrained bond

27In particular, as the transaction cost increases, the constrained minimum variance SDFs reflect short-
selling constraints.
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SDF (bottom panel) strongly positively co-move with the corresponding market factor.

Figure 5. Constrained Minimum Variance SDFs and Market Factor
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This figure plots the time-series of constrained minimum variance SDFs pricing portfolios of stock (bond) returns sorted on
firm size, accounting for an average transaction cost of 45 bps, along with the market factor of Fama and French (1993) (top
panel) and the bond market factor of Bai, Bali, and Wen (2019) (dashed-dotted line, bottom panel). The gray bar represents
the NBER recession period. The sample period is from July 2005 to September 2019.

Still, for lower levels of transaction costs, there remains a part which is unexplained

by these factors. Motivated by the growing literature documenting the substantial role

of financial institutions in determining equilibrium asset prices, I additionally explore the

relationship between the minimum variance SDFs and intermediaries. The intermediary

asset pricing literature posits that the SDF of the financial intermediary, rather than the one

of the household, prices financial assets, in particular sophisticated securities that are harder

to trade in practice (see, e.g., Adrian, Etula, and Muir (2014) and Haddad and Muir (2018),

among others). Since the model-free extracted SDFs contain information about the relevant

risk factors, it is natural to compare them to the intermediary risk factor. To this end, I use

the intermediary capital risk factor of He, Kelly, and Manela (2017), which captures shocks

to the equity capital ratio of financial intermediaries (Primary Dealer counterparties of the

New York Federal Reserve). Intuitively, whenever an intermediary faces a negative shock

to her equity capital, her risk-bearing capacity is impaired. Hence, we should expect, on

average, a stronger link between constrained, rather than unconstrained, minimum variance

SDFs and the intermediary risk factor. The top panel of Figure 6 plots the time-series of

constrained minimum variance stock SDFs, along with the intermediary risk factor. For a

level of transaction costs of 25 bps, the stock SDF positively co-moves with the intermediary
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risk factor (with a correlation of 11%), especially during the beginning of the 2008 financial

crisis (top panel). This result is consistent with the optimal weights depicted in Figure B3,

since investor’s wealth is allocated to the portfolio containing the largest firms. Indeed,

upon closer inspection, the firms in the top decile are also highly leveraged, sharing thus

similar properties with the companies that act as primary dealers. The constrained bond

SDF, on the other hand, features a negative co-movement with the intermediary risk factor

(mid panel), having a correlation of -9%. Finally, the joint SDF also negatively co-moves

with the intermediary factor (-26%, bottom panel).

Figure 6. Constrained Minimum Variance SDFs and Intermediary Risk Factor
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This figure plots the time-series of constrained minimum variance SDFs pricing portfolios of stocks only (top panel), bonds
only (mid panel), and stocks and bonds (bottom panel), sorted on firm size, along with the intermediary risk factor of He,
Kelly, and Manela (2017) (dashed line). The constrained marginal SDFs account for a penalty, or pricing error, of 25 basis
points, and the joint SDF reflects a pricing error of 25 bps for the bond portfolios, and 11 bps for the stock portfolios. The
gray bar represents the NBER recession period. The sample period is from July 2005 to September 2019.

The time-series properties depicted in Figure 6 suggest different co-movement patterns

for SDFs pricing corporate bonds, stocks, or both. This co-movement is likely to be impacted

by the underlying financial constraint. To examine this possibility more systematically,

I report in Figure 7 the correlations between restricted SDFs and the intermediary risk

factor, for different constraints. For size sorts, when the stock SDF is close to being

unconstrained (the transaction cost, or penalty ε is one basis point), there is no significant

relation with financial intermediaries capital constraints. On the contrary, intermediaries
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are more relevant for the corporate bond market. This result is intuitive, as corporate

bonds trade OTC, and intermediaries are naturally present in this market, at least during

normal times. As financial constraints become more severe, there is a shift from corporate

bonds to stocks. This shift might be rationalized with the evidence in Goldstein, Jiang,

and Ng (2017), documenting that corporate bond funds have a stronger outflow-to-poor-

performance sensitivity during periods of higher aggregate illiquidity, whereas stock funds

feature a low sensitivity. In economic terms, it appears that during periods of high

uncertainty, bond intermediaries are limited in their liquidity provision to hedgers by a

balance sheet constraint likely due to margin or capital requirements. Indeed, as the size

of the transaction costs increases, the optimal portfolios of bonds and stocks consist of

the largest, most liquid firms. Summarizing, the SDFs accounting for financial constraints

appear to capture to a great extent the intermediary risk factor.

Figure 7. Correlations Between SDFs and Intermediary Risk Factor
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This figure plots the correlations between the intermediary risk factor of He, Kelly, and Manela (2017) and constrained
minimum variance SDFs pricing portfolios of stocks only, bonds only, or stocks and bonds sorted on firm size, against the
penalty (ε), or pricing error, which is expressed in basis points. The sample period is from July 2005 to September 2019.

I conclude this section by providing additional support for the fact that during periods of

low liquidity provision in the bond market, there is a stronger relation with the constrained

bond SDF. To this end, I use the liquidity supply shocks of Goldberg and Nozawa (2020),

capturing the extent to which dealers use their balance sheets to provide immediacy in the

corporate bond market.

As expected, the top panel of Figure 8 shows a significant negative relation between

the constrained bond SDFs and liquidity supply shocks, with both exhibiting the largest
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Figure 8. Constrained Minimum Variance Bond SDFs and Liquidity Shocks
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This figure plots the time-series of constrained minimum variance bond SDFs pricing portfolios of bonds sorted on firm size
(left y-axes), along with the shocks to aggregate liquidity in the corporate bond market of Goldberg and Nozawa (2020) (dashed
line). The top panel depicts liquidity supply shocks, whereas the bottom panel plots liquidity demand shocks. The constrained
bond SDFs account for a penalty, or pricing error, of 25 basis points. The gray bar represents the NBER recession period.
The sample period is from July 2005 to December 2016.

Figure 9. Correlations Between SDFs and Liquidity Shocks
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Panel A: Liquidity supply shocks
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This figure plots the correlations between the liquidity shocks of Goldberg and Nozawa (2020) and constrained minimum
variance SDFs pricing portfolios of stocks only, bonds only, or stocks and bonds sorted on firm size, against the penalty (ε),
or pricing error, which is expressed in basis points. The sample period is from July 2005 to December 2016.
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spikes during the financial crisis. The strong negative link is even more apparent in Figure

9 (top panel). For completeness, I report the relation with the liquidity demand shocks as

well. There is on average a positive co-movement between bond SDFs and liquidity demand

shocks, however the correlation is generally not statistically significant. Similarly, demand

shocks in the bond market are only mildly related to stock SDFs. On the other hand,

bond liquidity supply shocks are related to constrained stock SDFs (see, e.g., Figure 9),

suggesting that liquidity shocks are more relevant for SDFs incorporating transaction costs.

4 Robustness

In this section, I perform four robustness checks to my main analysis. First, I study the

implications of constructing double sorted portfolios, in addition to univariate sorts. Second,

I assess the impact of introducing different types of frictions, including (i) restricting the

attainable Sharpe ratio in the economy, and (ii) imposing leverage constraints. Third, I

derive the level of integration using equally-weighted portfolios of stocks and corporate

bonds. Lastly, to alleviate potential concerns related to overfitting, I estimate minimum

variance SDFs using odd months and test their pricing performance during even months.

4.1 Double Sorting

In this subsection, I redo the analysis for double sorted portfolios of corporate bond and stock

returns, based on different firm or asset-specific characteristics quintiles. The motivation

is twofold. First, double sorting can potentially deliver a larger cross-sectional variation

between the return portfolios. This is particularly relevant for the bond returns, for which

some other characteristic might be obscured when building univariate sorts. For instance,

when sorting bond returns based on a firm characteristic, such as profitability, one might

obtain flat average returns across portfolios only because a bond feature, such as credit

rating or duration, is not properly accounted for. Double sorting will explicitly rule out

such instances. Second, these bivariate sorts will represent the test assets when comparing

the pricing performance of my model-free extracted SDFs incorporating transaction costs
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and existing asset pricing models.

Previous evidence from univariate sorts guides the way in which double sorts are

constructed, since firm-level characteristics appear to matter distinctly for average bond

and stock returns. I consider thus the following double sorts. Credit rating and duration,

since riskier bonds and those with a longer maturity require higher expected returns.

Similarly, firms with higher credit risk have a larger average stock return. Credit rating

and liquidity, since low credit quality firms are likely to be more affected by illiquidity.

Credit rating and size, as smaller firms are more likely to default. Duration and value,

because they both capture investors’ preferences in terms of maturity length. Specifically,

growth firms are high-duration assets, similar to long-term bonds (Lettau and Wachter

(2007)). Duration and liquidity, as short-term bonds are traded more frequently than long-

term ones, which are typically buy-and-hold strategies. Leverage and profitability, since

they both drive the underlying value of the firm. In particular, highly leveraged firms

that are also profitable, might require a lower expected return. Size and leverage, for the

reason that larger firms which are also significantly leveraged can entail a higher expected

return. Size and liquidity, to grasp whether investors have a preference for different firm

sizes, once liquidity is accounted for. Size and profitability, as larger profitable firms can

also command a higher expected return. Size and value, to proxy for the typical test assets

used in evaluating different asset pricing models.

Table 6 reports the average pricing error implied by the constrained SDFs for double

sorted portfolios (in absolute value). On average, these errors are consistent with the

evidence provided for univariate sorts, even if double sorted portfolio returns exhibit a

higher cross-sectional dispersion. The general conclusion following this evidence is that

even after increasing the level of granularity of the portfolios, it is possible to derive a

joint SDF for corporate bonds and stocks, when introducing transaction costs. In fact, my

analysis reveals that integration with frictions should become increasingly more important

in large cross-sections.
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Table 6. Average Absolute Pricing Errors and Integration for Double Sorted Portfolios

This table reports the average pricing errors (in absolute value) implied by the constrained joint minimum variance SDFs
(MSB), computed as |E[MSBRS ] − 1| and |E[MSBRB ] − 1|, with S denoting the stocks and B the bonds. Pricing errors
are the ones implied by the SDF pricing portfolios sorted on the corresponding characteristic, assuming a penalty of 45 bps
for bonds and 20 for stocks. All measures are reported in basis points (bps). Panel B reports the integration level I(B,S)
according to equation (11). The sample period is from July 2005 to September 2019. T-statistics, reported in parenthesis, are
calculated using bootstrap with 10,000 simulations. Bootstrapped confidence intervals, reported in brackets, are calculated
using bootstrap with 10,000 simulations.

Credit rating & Credit rating & Credit rating & Duration & Duration & Leverage & Size & Size & Size & Size &
Duration Liquidity Size Value Liquidity Profitability Leverage Liquidity Profitability Value

Panel A: Within Markets Pricing Errors

|E[MSBRS]− 1| 12 10 11 13 12 13 15 11 11 12

(0.144) (0.081) (0.061) (0.082) (0.119) (0.147) (0.097) (0.063) (0.142) (0.125)

|E[MSBRB]− 1| 22 27 26 33 29 36 17 29 27 30

(0.295) (0.217) (0.142) (0.214) (0.301) (0.535) (0.114) (0.167) (0.404) (0.363)

Panel B: Integration Level

I(B, S) 0.606 0.502 0.485 0.340 0.507 0.514 0.465 0.493 0.501 0.463

[0.27; 0.63] [0.17; 0.53] [0.40; 0.51] [0.17; 0.36] [0.47; 0.55] [0.43; 0.55] [0.24; 0.51] [0.47; 0.56] [0.45; 0.56] [0.37; 0.50]

4.2 Different Types of Frictions

4.2.1 Market Frictions Restricting the Attainable Sharpe Ratio

An additional friction consists of restricting the attainable Sharpe ratio in the economy.

Following the seminal work of Cochrane and Saa-Requejo (2000), who introduce good-deal

bounds in order to rule out extremely high Sharpe ratios, I impose an upper bound on

the volatility of the SDF. Intuitively, this SDF constraint implies that returns featuring

low variance must have small prices. This is particularly the case for bond returns. For

consistency, I examine the asset pricing implications also when restricting the stocks Sharpe

ratios.

A natural question is what is an economic reasonable restriction for the Sharpe ratio

available in the economy? Moreover, there is also a trade-off with respect to the Sharpe

ratio that investors actually desire, in order to induce them to trade. For instance, it is

likely that investors will require a higher Sharpe ratio than the historical market one, of

0.5 on an annual basis. To be consistent with market valuations, I use an upper volatility

bound for the stock and bond portfolios that is equal to 70% of the Sharpe ratio obtained

under the assumption of frictionless markets.28 This constraint yields a minimum Sharpe

ratio of 0.62 on an annual basis.

Table 7 reports the average pricing errors for portfolios of stocks and bonds (in absolute

value). When an upper volatility bound is imposed for the SDFs, the implied pricing error

28Results are similar when varying the proportion considered for the joint Sharpe ratio.
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with respect to the stock market varies from 6 basis points for short interest portfolios to

11 basis points for momentum and credit rating portfolios. The pricing error for bonds

ranges from 1 bps to 4 bps (in absolute terms). Overall, the pricing errors implied by the

SDFs preventing good-deal bounds appear to be within the typical incurred bid-ask spreads

when trading corporate bonds and stocks. Consequently, the level of integration is rather

high, on average of 88%, suggesting that imposing good-deal bounds is less restrictive than

accounting for trading costs.

Table 7. Within-Market Pricing Errors and Integration in Presence of Good-Deal Bounds

This table reports the average pricing errors (in absolute value) implied by constrained SDFs, computed as |E[MSBRS ]− 1|
and |E[MSBRB ] − 1|, with S denoting the stocks and B the bonds. Pricing errors are the ones implied by the joint SDF
(MSB), subject to good-deal bounds, pricing portfolios sorted on the corresponding characteristic. All measures are reported
in basis points (bps). Panel B reports the integration level I(B,S) according to equation (11). The sample period is from
July 2005 to September 2019. T-statistics, reported in parenthesis, are calculated using bootstrap with 10,000 simulations.
Bootstrapped confidence intervals, reported in brackets, are calculated using bootstrap with 10,000 simulations.

Credit Rating Duration Size Value Leverage Momentum Asset Growth Profitability Liquidity Short Interest

Panel A: Within Markets Pricing Errors

|E[MSBRS]− 1| 11 10 10 10 7 11 10 7 7 6

(0.059) (0.076) (0.039) (0.055) (0.029) (0.049) (0.064) (0.034) (0.037) (0.028)

|E[MSBRB]− 1| 4 1 3 3 2 2 1 2 3 2

(0.024) (0.008) (0.012) (0.015) (0.010) (0.007) (0.007) (0.009) (0.014) (0.010)

Panel B: Integration Level

I(B, S) 0.796 0.875 0.856 0.886 0.913 0.886 0.887 0.902 0.899 0.928

[0.51; 0.86] [0.84; 0.90] [0.68; 0.89] [0.85; 0.90] [0.88; 0.94] [0.86; 0.90] [0.84; 0.91] [0.84; 0.92] [0.85; 0.92] [0.91; 0.94]

4.2.2 Leverage constraints

The main empirical analysis focuses on financial frictions in the form of proportional

transaction costs and, to some extent, short-selling constraints, or non-participation by

some agents. However, in practice, many investors including individuals, pension funds and

mutual funds face constraints in the leverage amount that they can take. Consequently, I

derive next the pricing errors arising when imposing leverage constraints, such that the sum

of absolute weights does not exceed a threshold of two. This choice is not arbitrary, since

it can be interpreted as having a sum of absolute weights equal to one for both long and

short positions. Equivalently, this leverage constraint implies a maximum turnover of 100%

for both long and short positions. Naturally, the more stringent the leverage constraint, the

lower the portfolio weights (in absolute terms).

Table 8 reports the average pricing errors for portfolios of stocks and bonds. When

leverage constraints are imposed, the maximal implied pricing error with respect to the
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Table 8. Within-Market Pricing Errors and Integration in Presence of Leverage Constraints

This table reports the average pricing errors (in absolute value) implied by joint minimum variance SDFs, computed as
|E[MSBRS ] − 1| and |E[MSBRB ] − 1|, with S denoting the stocks and B the bonds. Pricing errors are the ones implied by
the joint SDF (MSB), subject to leverage constraints where the sum of absolute weights does not exceed a threshold of two,
pricing portfolios sorted on the corresponding characteristic. All measures are reported in basis points (bps). The sample
period is from July 2005 to September 2019. T-statistics, reported in parenthesis, are calculated using bootstrap with 10,000
simulations. Bootstrapped confidence intervals, reported in brackets, are calculated using bootstrap with 10,000 simulations.

Credit Rating Duration Size Value Leverage Momentum Asset Growth Profitability Liquidity Short Interest

Panel A: Within Markets Pricing Errors

|E[MSBRS]− 1| 11 10 12 12 18 17 10 14 10 13

(0.341) (0.367) (0.447) (0.403) (0.404) (0.336) (0.355) (0.366) (0.345) (0.275)

|E[MSBRB]− 1| 10 14 20 17 18 19 19 22 13 16

(0.406) (0.701) (0.577) (0.602) (0.795) (0.661) (0.648) (0.963) (0.447) (0.624)

Panel B: Integration Level

I(B, S) 0.716 0.734 0.638 0.742 0.651 0.668 0.710 0.598 0.754 0.740

[0.36; 0.80] [0.66; 0.78] [0.53; 0.69] [0.67; 0.77] [0.59; 0.70] [0.60; 0.73] [0.61; 0.75] [0.46; 0.66] [0.69; 0.79] [0.67; 0.79]

stock market varies from 10 basis points for asset growth and duration portfolios to 18

basis points for leverage portfolios. The pricing error for bonds ranges from 10 bps to 22

bps (in absolute terms). Once more, the implied pricing errors are consistent with absence

of arbitrage opportunities, if bid-ask spreads are taken into account, while the underlying

degree of integration is 70% on average. More importantly, leverage constraints are similar

to imposing proportional transaction costs, such that the optimization problem can still

be expressed using a LASSO penalty, similar to the one studied in the main analysis.

Intuitively, high leverage levels are often unfeasible and they entail high asset turnover and

large transaction costs.

4.3 Equally-weighted portfolios

The main analysis is performed using value-weighted portfolios. In the following, I estimate

optimal solutions using equally weighted portfolios of stocks and bonds. I present the results

in Table 9. Accordingly, the degree of integration between stocks and bonds is similar to the

evidence presented in Table 3, suggesting that the weighting scheme employed is not likely

to drive the results. Moreover, the integration level is rather stable across decile portfolio

sorts.

4.4 Out-of-Sample Test

To alleviate potential concerns related to overfitting in sample, I estimate minimum variance

SDFs pricing corporate bond and stock returns using odd months and test their out-of-
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Table 9. Average Pricing Errors and Integration in Presence of Transaction Costs

This table reports in Panel A the pricing errors (in absolute value) implied by the minimum variance SDF (MSB) jointly
pricing corporate bonds and stocks, while incorporating transaction costs of 20 (45) bps for stocks (bonds). For credit rating
and duration quintiles, the transaction costs are 11 (25) bps for stocks (bonds). Pricing errors are computed as E[MSBRS ]−1
and E[MSBRB ] − 1, with S denoting the stocks and B the bonds. | · | denotes the absolute value. Panel B reports the
cross-market pricing errors (in absolute value), E[MBRS ]− 1 and E[MSRB ]− 1, implied by the marginal minimum variance
SDFs (MB and MS) while incorporating the largest friction, i.e. transaction costs of 40 (65) bps for stocks (bonds). For credit
rating and duration quintiles, the transaction costs are 30 (50) bps for stocks (bonds). Pricing errors are the ones implied by
the SDF that prices the portfolios sorted on the corresponding characteristic. All measures are reported in basis points (bps).
Panel C reports the integration level I(B,S) according to equation (11). The sample period is from July 2005 to September
2019. T-statistics, reported in parenthesis, are calculated using bootstrap with 10,000 simulations. Bootstrapped confidence
intervals, reported in brackets, are calculated using bootstrap with 10,000 simulations.

Credit Rating Duration Size Value Leverage Momentum Asset Growth Profitability Liquidity Short Interest

Panel A: Within-Market Average Absolute Pricing Errors

|E[MSBRS]− 1| 3 5 12 10 11 9 12 8 13 10

(0.123) (0.170) (0.113) (0.198) (0.164) (0.167) (0.261) (0.163) (0.140) (0.204)

|E[MSBRB]− 1| 17 20 29 37 35 36 37 37 23 33

(0.438) (0.679) (0.279) (1.680) (0.605) (1.672) (1.597) (1.755) (0.241) (1.574)

Panel B: Cross-Market Maximum Pricing Errors

|E[MBRS]− 1| 9 11 27 21 27 20 21 21 27 18
(0.199) (0.217) (0.559) (0.423) (0.584) (0.392) (0.424) (0.442) (0.559) (0.365)

|E[MSRB]− 1| 67 72 64 82 76 76 86 87 51 89
(1.698) (1.883) (1.675) (1.610) (1.566) (1.755) (1.665) (1.832) (1.275) (1.738)

Panel C: Integration Level

I(B, S) 0.735 0.695 0.549 0.542 0.548 0.530 0.547 0.584 0.530 0.599

[0.66; 0.78] [0.68; 0.72] [0.52; 0.60] [0.49; 0.56] [0.52; 0.60] [0.49; 0.57] [0.49; 0.58] [0.53; 0.66] [0.43; 0.56] [0.52; 0.65]

sample pricing performance during even months. To the extent to which my model-free

approach does not suffer from overfitting, the pricing performance should be satisfactory

also out-of-sample. Table 10 reports the average pricing errors (in absolute terms). Since

the evidence is consistent with previous results, with pricing errors that are not statistically

different from zero, my findings are not likely to be driven by overfitting.

Table 10. Within-Market Pricing Errors and Integration

This table reports the average pricing errors (in absolute value) implied by minimum variance SDFs, computed as |E[MSBRS ]−
1| and |E[MSBRB ] − 1|, with S denoting the stocks and B the bonds. Pricing errors are the ones implied by the joint
SDF (MSB), estimated during odd months and applied during even months, pricing portfolios sorted on the corresponding
characteristic. All measures are reported in basis points (bps). Panel B reports the integration level I(B,S) according to
equation (11). The sample period is from July 2005 to September 2019. T-statistics, reported in parenthesis, are calculated
using bootstrap with 10,000 simulations. Bootstrapped confidence intervals, reported in brackets, are calculated using bootstrap
with 10,000 simulations.

Credit Rating Duration Size Value Leverage Momentum Asset Growth Profitability Liquidity Short Interest

Panel A: Within Markets Pricing Errors

|E[MSBRS]− 1| 16 33 18 43 14 30 16 36 14 22

(0.026) (0.071) (0.027) (0.072) (0.018) (0.047) (0.030) (0.075) (0.032) (0.037)

|E[MSBRB]− 1| 30 5 10 18 23 8 11 26 6 10

(0.050) (0.011) (0.015) (0.031) (0.031) (0.012) (0.021) (0.054) (0.014) (0.018)

Panel B: Integration Level

I(B, S) 0.377 0.574 0.693 0.448 0.646 0.658 0.718 0.326 0.782 0.709

[0.33; 0.70] [0.54; 0.75] [0.42; 0.85] [0.40; 0.63] [0.60; 0.77] [0.59; 0.77] [0.55; 0.85] [0.27; 0.66] [0.74; 0.89] [0.63; 0.85]
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5 Conclusion

Shedding light on the actual extent of market integration is crucial for our understanding of

the pricing of different asset classes, as well as for assessing the empirical success of canonical

asset pricing models based on the assumption of perfect integration across different markets.

Using a model-free approach that circumvents potential issues arising from the joint

hypothesis test of market integration and correct model specification, I find that under

the assumption of frictionless markets, there always exists a common SDF jointly pricing

corporate bonds and stocks in the U.S. market. However, the optimal Sharpe ratio

portfolio associated with this SDF entails large and often negative positions, which may

be costly or unfeasible in practice, especially in presence of financial or short-selling

constraints. Accordingly, I study the implications of different market frictions for corporate

bond and stock market integration. Consistently, I find that accounting for transaction

costs, or introducing short-selling constraints, generates cross-market implied pricing errors

sustainable with quoted bid-ask spreads. Moreover, the associated optimal Sharpe ratio

portfolio consists of both stocks and corporate bonds, even in presence of sizable transaction

costs, while the ability of an investor to trade the optimal portfolio is greatly enhanced. This

evidence supports the idea that the stock and bond of the same issuer are integrated, and

compatible with a notion of no-arbitrage with transaction costs. Depending on the severity

of the friction considered, corporate bonds and stock markets feature an underlying degree

of integration between 50% and 90%. Empirically, I also find that bonds pertaining to

smaller firms, highly leveraged, with lower asset growth, profitability and liquidity, as well

as higher short interest, and high-yield bonds feature a higher degree of integration with

stocks.

Finally, I show that as trading restrictions become more binding, the SDFs yield a larger

co-movement with proxies of financial intermediary constraints. In particular, I document

a shift from corporate bonds to stock markets as trading costs increase, consistent with the

impaired risk-bearing capacity of intermediaries. Similarly, the SDFs incorporating short-

selling constraints appear to be closely linked to the market factor. Overall, my findings
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contribute to an important literature studying the extent of integration both across and

within financial markets, a topic of pressing relevance as multiple assets written on a common

underlying are increasingly traded in multiple markets. My evidence has implications for

delegated asset management, as accounting for market frictions can explain style investing,

benchmarking, or non-participation in some markets by some investors. Lastly, studying

the degree of integration while incorporating frictions should become increasingly more

important in large cross-sections.
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Appendix

This section reports proofs and derivations, firm-level and asset-specific characteristics

definitions and descriptions for portfolio sorts, as well as additional tables omitted from

the main body of the paper.

A. Proofs and Derivations

Proof of Proposition 1

Following Hansen and Jagannathan (1991), the optimal functional form of the stochastic

discount factor (SDF)M obeying non-negativity and minimum variance readsM = (ω′R)+,

with ω denoting the vector of optimal weights. This represents the specification I use

empirically, however since the positivity of M requires a maximum function, for ease of

exposition, I show in the following the linear solution instead. The non-linear solution

follows from transforming the objective function into a linear program (Vandenberghe and

Boyd (2004)) using the equivalence between {minx+} and {min t subject to x ≤ t, t ≥ 0}.

For ε > 0, the following two problems are the primal and dual, respectively:

M∗ = argmin
M∈M

1

2
E[M2]

s.t. E[MR] ≤ 1N(1 + ε)

E[MR] ≥ 1N(1− ε).

(A.1)

R∗
p = argmax

ω∈RN

−1

2
E[(ω′R)2] + ω′1N − ε||ω||1, (A.2)

with || · ||1 the L1 norm.

Proof. The Lagrangian of (A.1) reads

L =
1

2
E[M2] + λ′

1(E[MR]− 1N − ε1N) + λ′
2(1N − ε1N − E[MR]),

with nonnegative Lagrange multipliers, λ1, λ2 ≽ 0, with the inequality holding
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componentwise.

The first order condition (FOC) implies the following optimal solution

M∗ = (λ2 − λ1)
′R. (A.3)

Plugging it back into the Lagrangian, the dual function is

max
λ1,λ2≽0

−1

2
E
[
((λ2 − λ1)

′R)
2
]
− λ′

1(1N + ε1N) + λ′
2(1N − ε1N). (A.4)

Since ||ω||1 in (A.2) is not differentiable, in order to derive the solution, I split the

individual weights into their positive and negative parts. Hence, for i = 1, . . . , N , I replace

ωi by ω+
i − ω−

i , with ω+
i = (ω+

1 , . . . , ω
+
N)

′, ω−
i = (ω−

1 , . . . , ω
−
N)

′ and ω+
i ≥ 0, ω−

i ≥ 0 for all i.

Analogously, I can write |ω| = ω+ +ω−. Finally, substituting, gives the equivalent problem

max
ω+, ω−≽0

−1

2
E
[(
(ω− − ω+)′R

)2]− ω+′
(1N + ε1N) + ω−′

(1N − ε1N). (A.5)

Equation (A.5) coincides with the dual (A.4), with the unique primal optimal SDF solution

being obtained by differentiating (A.5) at the optimal dual solution using the Lagrange

multipliers. This concludes the proof.

Proof of Corollary 1

Proof. Assume for simplicity that the weights sum up to c > 0.29 Consider again the

portfolio problem in (A.2). In the limit, as ε → ∞, the problem is equivalent to minimizing

||ω||1. We know that

c =
∑

ωi =
∑
ωi≥0

|ωi| −
∑
ωi<0

|ωi|︸ ︷︷ ︸
ν

,

29Notice that this result holds in general for all optimal portfolios that are not self-financing portfolios,
such that the weights sum up to 0. Hence, as long as the sum of the weights is positive, excluding thus the
trivial case of all the weights being exactly zero, the norm of the weights is minimized when no asset is short
sold. Moreover, since any admissible SDF needs to satisfy the pricing constraints, while being nonnegative,
the case in which all weights are exactly zero is a zero measure event.
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with ν denoting the short positions. Then, the norm ||ω||1 = c + 2ν is minimized if and

only if there are no short positions, i.e. ν = 0.

B. Characteristics-sorted Portfolios of Corporate Bond and Stock

Returns

In the following, I describe firm-level and asset-specific characteristics used to sort corporate

bonds and stocks into portfolios.

Credit Ratings. The underlying credit riskiness of firms reflects their ability to pay

back their debt and provides an estimate of the probability of default. Credit rating is

expressed in conventional numerical scores, and can take values between 1 (AAA rating)

and 21 (C rating). Quintile sorts are formed based on observations in the preceding month.

Data is obtained from Mergent FISD and WRDS Bond Returns.

Duration. Duration represents the average period of time until the cash flows are

received. To render duration sorts comparable across bonds and stocks, I compute the

average duration of bonds for the corresponding issuer’s stock. Quintile sorts are formed

based on observations in the preceding month. Data is obtained from TRACE and WRDS

Bond Returns.

Size. Size measures firms’ market capitalization. Following the procedure in Fama and

French (1993), the sorts are done once a year in June and monthly value-weighted decile

portfolio returns are calculated from July through June the following year. Data is obtained

from CRSP.

Value. Value firms are generally trading at a lower price than their fundamentals, as

measured by their large book-to-market ratios. Following the procedure in Fama and French

(1993), the sorts are done once a year in June and monthly value-weighted decile portfolio

returns are calculated from July through June the following year. Data is obtained from

CRSP and Compustat.

Leverage. Leverage is computed as the ratio between book value of debt and the sum

between the book value of debt and the market value of equity. Data is obtained from
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CRSP and Compustat.

Stock Momentum. Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) document that past stock winners

tend to outperform past losers over short to medium horizons, a phenomenon referred to

as momentum. Following their procedure, the return stock momentum is computed as the

cumulative 12 months return skipping the most recent one. Data is obtained from CRSP.

Asset Growth. Following Cooper, Gulen, and Schill (2008), asset growth is measured

as the percentage change in total assets. Data is obtained from CRSP and Compustat.

Profitability. Following Fama and French (2008), profitability is derived as the ratio

of operating profit to book equity. Data is obtained from CRSP and Compustat.

Liquidity. Liquidity is measured using the percent quoted spread, computed as the

ratio between the bid-ask spread and the mid price.30 Data is obtained from CRSP.

Short Interest. Short interest measures the demand for short-selling the stock of a

given firm. Following Dechow, Kothari, and Watts (1998), short interest is computed as the

ratio between shares shorted and shares outstanding. Data is obtained from CRSP.

C. Appendix Tables and Figures

Table B1. Sharpe Ratios

This table reports the annualized Sharpe ratios for portfolios sorted on different characteristics, for bonds,
stocks, and bonds and stocks. The sample period is from July 2005 to September 2019.

Credit Rating Duration Size Value Leverage Momentum Asset Growth Profitability Liquidity Short Interest

Bonds 1.12 0.65 1.26 0.71 0.92 1.04 0.71 0.84 1.05 1.04

Stocks 0.21 0.48 0.94 0.64 0.95 0.68 0.89 0.82 0.67 0.68

Bonds & Stocks 1.22 0.89 1.65 1.19 1.55 1.45 1.05 1.35 1.22 1.37

Table B2. Cross-Market Pricing Errors

This table reports the average pricing errors (in absolute value) implied by minimum variance SDFs derived under the
assumption of frictionless markets, computed as |E[MBRS ] − 1| and |E[MSRB ] − 1|, with S denoting the stocks and B
the bonds. Pricing errors are the ones implied by the bond (stock) SDF that correctly prices the portfolios sorted on the
corresponding characteristic in each column. The pricing errors are reported in basis points (bps). The sample period is from
July 2005 to September 2019. T-statistics, reported in parenthesis, are calculated using bootstrap with 10,000 simulations.

Credit Rating Duration Size Value Leverage Momentum Asset Growth Profitability Liquidity Short Interest

|E[MBRS]− 1| 20 39 26 17 19 15 8 19 19 20
(0.084) (0.272) (0.096) (0.116) (0.095) (0.066) (0.057) (0.104) (0.084) (0.088)

|E[MSRB]− 1| 25 47 26 60 80 60 24 63 24 48
(0.503) (0.430) (0.126) (0.412) (0.377) (0.390) (0.121) (0.339) (0.161) (0.315)

30See Fong, Holden, and Trzcinka (2017) for a comprehensive comparison of liquidity proxies.
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Table B3. Stock Pricing Errors Within and Across Sorts

This table reports the average pricing errors (in absolute value) implied by minimum variance bond SDFs for stocks, computed
as |E[MBRS ] − 1|. Pricing errors are the ones implied by the bond SDF that correctly prices the portfolios sorted on the
corresponding characteristic reported in each row. The pricing errors are reported in basis points (bps). The sample period is
from July 2005 to September 2019. T-statistics, reported in parenthesis, are calculated using bootstrap with 10,000 simulations.

Minimum Variance Bond SDFs

Credit Rating Duration Size Value Leverage Momentum Asset Growth Profitability Liquidity Short Interest

Stock Pricing Error

Credit Rating 11 14 10 10 10 8 9 10 8 9

(0.257) (0.381) (0.225) (0.267) (0.250) (0.195) (0.257) (0.257) (0.202) (0.226)

Duration 6 9 14 15 15 13 14 14 12 14

(0.144) (0.237) (0.328) (0.392) (0.366) (0.293) (0.388) (0.387) (0.310) (0.341)

Size 21 23 12 12 12 11 12 12 11 12

(0.489) (0.638) (0.274) (0.324) (0.304) (0.262) (0.326) (0.319) (0.287) (0.290)

Value 10 10 18 19 18 17 18 18 17 18

(0.248) (0.269) (0.419) (0.502) (0.467) (0.398) (0.498) (0.491) (0.429) (0.441)

Leverage 18 19 16 16 16 15 16 16 15 16

(0.428) (0.517) (0.373) (0.434) (0.409) (0.343) (0.440) (0.425) (0.378) (0.385)

Momentum 18 19 13 13 13 12 13 13 12 13

(0.424) (0.526) (0.299) (0.349) (0.327) (0.276) (0.350) (0.345) (0.301) (0.308)

Asset Growth 12 13 15 15 15 14 15 15 13 15

(0.293) (0.368) (0.341) (0.404) (0.379) (0.313) (0.403) (0.395) (0.334) (0.354)

Profitability 15 15 19 19 19 17 19 19 17 19

(0.348) (0.418) (0.425) (0.499) (0.466) (0.398) (0.505) (0.496) (0.425) (0.438)

Liquidity 12 14 12 12 12 11 12 12 11 12

(0.288) (0.380) (0.282) (0.332) (0.308) (0.260) (0.331) (0.325) (0.275) (0.290)

Short Interest 10 12 18 18 18 16 17 18 15 17

(0.237) (0.320) (0.398) (0.469) (0.440) (0.365) (0.467) (0.463) (0.386) (0.414)

Table B4. Bond Pricing Errors Within and Across Sorts

This table reports the average pricing errors (in absolute value) implied by minimum variance stock SDFs for bonds, computed
as |E[MSRB ] − 1|. Pricing errors are the ones implied by the stock SDF that correctly prices the portfolios sorted on the
corresponding characteristic in each row. The pricing errors are reported in basis points (bps). The sample period is from July
2005 to September 2019. T-statistics, reported in parenthesis, are calculated using bootstrap with 10,000 simulations.

Minimum Variance Stock SDFs

Credit Rating Duration Size Value Leverage Momentum Asset Growth Profitability Liquidity Short Interest

Bond Pricing Error

Credit Rating 39 38 38 44 39 50 34 33 42 46

(1.108) (1.195) (1.097) (1.332) (1.154) (1.508) (1.038) (0.991) (1.248) (1.350)

Duration 52 52 49 57 52 65 47 46 54 60

(1.309) (1.403) (1.255) (1.531) (1.395) (1.720) (1.281) (1.260) (1.440) (1.579)

Size 37 36 35 41 36 48 32 31 39 43

(0.651) (0.642) (0.627) (0.734) (0.638) (0.850) (0.562) (0.554) (0.690) (0.765)

Value 49 49 46 54 49 61 44 43 51 56

(1.154) (1.250) (1.120) (1.367) (1.229) (1.520) (1.091) (1.101) (1.284) (1.395)

Leverage 49 48 46 53 48 61 43 43 51 56

(0.982) (1.033) (0.933) (1.112) (1.003) (1.256) (0.910) (0.915) (1.061) (1.158)

Momentum 48 47 45 52 47 60 42 42 50 55

(0.780) (0.809) (0.729) (0.879) (0.787) (0.999) (0.709) (0.709) (0.844) (0.926)

Asset Growth 50 50 47 55 50 63 45 44 52 58

(1.359) (1.473) (1.296) (1.605) (1.433) (1.782) (1.278) (1.297) (1.498) (1.648)

Profitability 49 49 46 54 49 62 44 44 52 57

(0.813) (0.838) (0.762) (0.921) (0.828) (1.051) (0.751) (0.750) (0.879) (0.953)

Liquidity 46 45 43 50 45 58 40 40 48 53

(1.263) (1.357) (1.200) (1.491) (1.322) (1.683) (1.208) (1.190) (1.397) (1.530)

Short Interest 47 46 44 51 46 59 41 41 49 54

(0.776) (0.811) (0.742) (0.894) (0.797) (0.995) (0.721) (0.707) (0.839) (0.919)
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Table B5. Average Pricing Errors in Presence of Transaction Costs

This table reports average pricing errors (in absolute value) implied by minimum variance SDFs which account for transaction
costs of 20 (45) bps for stocks (bonds). For credit rating and duration quintiles, the transaction costs are 11 (25) bps for
stocks (bonds). Panel A reports the pricing errors implied by the bond (stock) SDF for bond (stock) portfolios, computed
as E[MBRB ] − 1, or E[MSRS ] − 1, with B denoting the bonds and S the stocks. | · | denotes the absolute value. Panel B
reports the cross-market pricing errors, computed as E[MBRS ]−1 and E[MSRB ]−1, in absolute value. Pricing errors are the
ones implied by the bond (stock) SDF that prices the portfolios sorted on the corresponding characteristic. All measures are
reported in basis points (bps). The sample period is from July 2005 to September 2019. T-statistics, reported in parenthesis,
are calculated using bootstrap with 10,000 simulations.

Panel A: Within-Market Average Absolute Pricing Error

Credit Rating Duration Size Value Leverage Momentum Asset Growth Profitability Liquidity Short Interest

|E[MSRS]− 1| 7 7 14 14 11 8 10 10 10 9

(0.100) (0.114) (0.211) (0.201) (0.139) (0.086) (0.171) (0.126) (0.164) (0.097)

|E[MBRB]− 1| 15 21 29 40 40 37 41 41 35 38

(0.703) (1.377) (1.426) (1.894) (1.926) (1.768) (1.961) (1.918) (1.635) (1.798)

Panel B: Cross-Market Average Absolute Pricing Error

Credit Rating Duration Size Value Leverage Momentum Asset Growth Profitability Liquidity Short Interest

|E[MBRS]− 1| 11 9 12 19 16 12 15 19 11 17

(0.263) (0.236) (0.276) (0.498) (0.406) (0.277) (0.401) (0.497) (0.276) (0.412)

|E[MSRB]− 1| 39 52 35 54 48 60 45 44 48 54

(1.120) (1.426) (0.631) (1.334) (1.010) (0.977) (1.306) (0.740) (1.389) (0.921)

Table B6. Adjusted OLS R-Squared

This table reports the Adjusted OLS R-Squared obtained by running the following regression using the
Fama MacBeth approach:

Rit = αi + β′
iFt + εit,

where Rit is the return on the test assets i at time t and Ft is the vector containing the corresponding factors
at time t. For the Fama French 3 factor model (FF3), F = [MKT SMB HML]′, capturing market,
size and value factors. For the bond factor model (BF), F = [MKT DRF CRF LRF ]′, proxying for
market, downside risk, credit risk and liquidity risk. For the model-free extracted joint SDF accounting
for transaction costs of 20 bps for bond portfolios and 9 bps for stock portfolios, F = [M̂ ]. Results are
reported for stock, bond and stock and bond portfolios as test assets. The sample period is from July 2005
to September 2019.

Stocks Bonds Stocks & Bonds

FF3 BF FF3 + BF SDF FF3 BF FF3 + BF SDF FF3 BF FF3 + BF SDF

Credit rating & Duration 11% 14% 9% 89% 66% 82% 81% 74% 34% 34% 47% 81%

Credit rating & Liquidity 27% 16% 58% 93% 78% 91% 90% 93% 41% 46% 55% 90%

Credit rating & Size 46% 6% 50% 96% 86% 89% 91% 89% 59% 45% 66% 92%

Duration & Value 26% 2% 55% 94% 39% 74% 73% 15% 45% 25% 68% 91%

Duration & Liquidity 23% 15% 18% 93% 75% 83% 91% 83% 52% 51% 60% 91%

Leverage & Profitability 31% 13% 42% 87% 64% 59% 71% 0% 48% 30% 52% 84%

Size & Leverage 40% 36% 63% 92% 90% 94% 96% 88% 51% 65% 81% 88%

Size & Liquidity 38% 81% 87% 97% 91% 96% 97% 93% 48% 84% 90% 94%

Size & Profitability 56% 20% 53% 83% 79% 78% 86% 85% 69% 69% 76% 84%

Size & Value 56% 38% 67% 91% 87% 94% 95% 93% 62% 55% 71% 90%
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Figure B1. Bond Portfolio Weights
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This figure plots the portfolio weights implied by minimum variance SDFs correctly pricing portfolios of bonds sorted on size,
value, leverage, momentum, asset growth, profitability, liquidity, short interest, credit rating and duration. The sample period
is from July 2005 to September 2019.

Figure B2. Stock Portfolio Weights
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This figure plots the portfolio weights implied by the minimum variance SDFs correctly pricing portfolios of stocks sorted on
size, value, leverage, momentum, asset growth, profitability, liquidity, short interest, credit rating and duration. The sample
period is from July 2005 to September 2019.
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Figure B3. Constrained Portfolio Weights
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This figure plots the portfolio weights implied by minimum variance SDFs accounting for transaction costs
for portfolios of corporate bonds (Panel A), and for portfolios of stocks (Panel B) sorted on size, value,
leverage, momentum, asset growth, profitability, liquidity, short interest, credit rating and duration. The
constrained SDFs account for a penalty, or pricing error, of 45 basis points, except for credit rating and
duration, for which the penalty is 25 bps. The sample period is from July 2005 to September 2019.
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